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OFFICIAL
OF THE TREASURY
DECLARED INCOMPETENT BY

SECRETARY

INDIANA GOVERNOR CHOSEN AS
WILSON'S RUNNING MATE BY

HIS ASSISTANT
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A large number of delegates left the
cltv after the nomination of Governor

Wilson yesterday afternoon without
waitine for the final session. Th03e
who remained showed the relief they
felt that the fight was over and a
spirit of hilarity prevailed among
'
them.
The" Missouri delegation, loyal to
the last to "Old Champ Clark" joined
In the revelry as best they could and
mingled their cheers for Woodrow
Wilson with those of their convention
neighbors, the joyful 24 from New
Jersey.
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SAYS HIS 8UPERIOR
MAKES IT HARD FOR AMBITIOUS MEN TO GET ALONG
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JERSEYITE
Baltimore, Md., July 3.
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DECLARES HIS MANTLE HAS FAL-LEON SHOULDERS OF NEW
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With hundreds of visitors arriving on every regular train, the
roads east, we6t, north and south of
here dotted with automobiles Las
bound and numerous special
trains due to arriv.e tonight and toColorado,
morrow from Oklahoma,
Texas, and various parts of New Mexico, indications are that the Johnson-Flynn,jchampionship
heavyweight
bout, which will be fought tomorrow
afternoon In the big arena at the end
of Sixth street, will be attended by a
crowd that will tax the capacity of
that outdoor theater.
The real vanguard of the army of
fight fans began arriving yesierday.
The afternoon trains discharged hundreds of people on the platform of the
passenger station. By night the hotels and many of the rooming houses
were filled and th,e garages and livery
stables were choked with vehicles
which had made the journey to the
city that will be the most talked of
place in the world tonight and

.

During the day the congress
pire.
discussed the relation of universities
to technical and professional education, the interchange of university
teachers, and the problem of the universities In the east in regard to their
Influence on character and moral

and other large public buildings have-beefilled with cots and will be able
to accommodate several hundred people. Meals and beds are pronounced
by visitors to be remarkably cheap,
there being no evidence of a deelre by
Las Vesas. people to work, a hold up

n

in condition to handle any emergenFighters Confer With Referee
Last night in the office of Jack Curcy as wel as take care1 of the large
volume of fight matter that will be ley on Lincoln avenue Referee Ed W.
flashed over their wires all day to- Smith of Chicago hedd a conference
morrow.
regarding the battle of tomorow. It
If the promoters have done their was .agreed that the men should unwork well, Jack Johnson and
Jim dertake to protect themselves without
Flynn have done their little, tasks even attention from the referee, as the men
better. Each fighter Is in splendid will break Immediately upon orders
condition. Weeks of hard and consist- from the ring arbiter, who will not
ent training have rounded them Into be obliged to lay a hand upon either
splendid form. Johnson will enter the of them. There will be no violations
ring weighing from 212 to 215, hard as of the, hold and hit rule, the first of
nails and still the posessor of the re- the two battlers trying 4t being demarkable boxing skill thaf placed In clared the loser of the bout In case
his custody the heavyweight cham- of a police finish Referee Smith will
pionship of the world. Flynn will give a decision, so that there may be
climb over the ropes weighing 190 ni controversy regarding the outcome
pounds. The Pueblo Fireman has per- of the fight.
Flynn and Johnson both did light
fected his natural style of fighting to
an absolute science. He Is not a box- work today. They did not box, as they
did not wish to run the risk of sustainIn
er, but he is a

game.
Special Train from the South
Word' was received from Albuquerque last night that the special train
to be run from that place would he
made up of 15 ears and would bring
in at least 2,000 visitors frob the
southern part of the state. Between
600 and 1,000 people will come here
also on the special train to he run
from Santa Fe. The Osmundo special
from Denver arrived today bringing
seevral hundred people from the capital of Colorado.
Special trains are
due also from Pueblo, while regular
fighter
everything
trains will bring several personally that word Implies. It will be a battle ing any injuries that might handicap
conducted parties from Milwaukee, between a combination boxer and them In the ring tomorrow.
Battle to Start at 2 O'ClocK
Kansas City, Omaha and other large fighter and a straight-ou- t
fighter and
The
battle will begin promptly at 2
cities.
should result in one of the hardest
'
o'clock. That is, Announcer
Tommy
Newspaper Men Here
ring battles ever fought
Cannon will declare the proceedings
Restaurants were taxed to theif
Everything is in readiness for the
Flynn Says he Will Win
formally opened at that hour. The inrapacity and allthe outdoor ir,;:rh big battle of tomorrow. The hard
Both Flynn and Johnson are confidtroduction
of numerous celebrities
Cots
and
a
trade.
ot
brisk
work
Jack
Promoters
Curley
stands were given
ent of victory supremely confident. will
require
require only a few minmade their appearance in the corrid Charles O'Malley and their large e
said today:
Flynn
utes.
Then
bout will begin. Prothe
for
in
and
force has resulted
success,
rooming
ors of all the hotels
"As I Bald last Sunday, if I should moter Curley,
believing the fans are
houses and nearly every family in the it is believed the big boat wilj be sucbe bo unfortunate as to lose my battle
to see the' Johnson-Flyncity willing to rent a room or two had cessful from a financial and sporting with Jack Johnson tomorrow, I will here primarily
not arrange for any
did
men
a
ten
bout,
few
in
to
take
newspaper
standpoint. Visiting
the oppportunity
are here in droves to report- the fight not squeal. I am in thei best condi- preliminaries. The1 portion of the proants.
tion I ever enjoyed and am capable of gram
usually occupied by such events
Today the rush of arrivals continu for their papers and fhe 'Associated
up a great fight' I will knock will be taken up by the introduction
ed to pour Into the city and by night Press and the United Pres'arTepre-- ' putting
'
out Jack Johnson Just as sure as I Of such men as Tommy Burns, Al Pal- the old town will be packed as tight sented by capable staff correspondthe ring with him. I believe that zer and others.
as the wardrobe of a leading actress. ents. The two telegraph companies enter,
will leave the squared circle a victor.
I
Burns and Abdul the Turk will he
are
the
have
Increased
and
facilities
their
Duncan
house,
armory
opera
The
I am determined to win that cham- seconds In Flynn's corner, while Tom
pionship back to the white race and, Flanagan and Profesor Watson Burns
you can believe me when I say It I am
going to do It."
HOW THE MEN COMPARE.
Johnson's Feet not Cold
p

"

of-Pc-

ideals.

HOME AT AUCTION
CincinnaU,
July 3. The old home
for
of President Taft was offered
sale at auction today. Since the
president lived there the house has
been occupied by several persons, the
last owner going Into bankruptcy,
with the result that the property was
ordered sold to satisfy the creditors.

TAFT'S

OLD

Flynn

inches
5 ft. 10
188 pounds
70
inches
17 inches
13
Inches
13
inches
12
Inches
inch-- "
12
39 Inches
41
inches
34
inches
23
Inches
15 Inches
33 years

Height
.Weight
Reach
Neck
Right biceps
Left biceps

Right forearm
Lett forearm
Chest at rest
Full inspiration
Waist
Thigh ..:
Calf

...Age

Johnson
6 ft. V inch
...212 pounds
Inches
..75
. . . 17 inches
15 Inches
15
inches
13
inches
14 inches
40
inches
42
inches
'...36 inches
.26
inches
.
16 inches
i
34 years

Johnson said when as Iced the outcome of the battle:
"I have no fear of losing my championship title in the battle with Jim
Flynn tomorrow. I will win the fight.
I expect to score by a knockout and I
do not believe Flynn will last more
than 11 rounds. J never was In better
condition and I will demonstrate to
the thousands of people who witness
the bout that I am Just as good as I
was two years ago tomorrow when I
defeated Jamest J. Jeffries. However,
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Washington, July
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HIS

ASSERTED TO
HAVE SPENT TOO MUCH TIME
"MONKEYING"
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LORD CURZON PRESIDES
London, July 3. Lord Curzon of
Kedleston, chancellor of the University of Oxford presided at the ses
sions of this, the1 second day oi me
congress of the universities of the em-

FAVCHITIS'I

ANDREW

WITHSUPPORTERS
A
AVERT
DREW HIS NAME TO
DEADLOCK

BURKE'S

In the dying
hours ot the democratic national convention this morning It seeemd for a
time that there would he another
deadlock over the nomination for vice
of
president. Governor John B. Burke
North Dakota, for whom Mr. Bryan
had expressed a preference for the
second place on the ticket, had polled
enoutfi vote on the first two ballots
v " ' " TO PIOCK.
lue uumiiianv".
the
Indiana,
of
R.
Marshall
Thomas
' '
'
leader.
orbeen
ballot
had
The third
just
dered when the chairman of the
North Dakota delegation obtained recognition from the chair and said:
"North Dakota offered her three-time- s
governor to the party, believing
him to be the strongest running mate
for Governor Wilson that could te
We made the best fight
nomjnated.
we could for b.lm and realize we are
We therefore withdraw hla
beaten.
jiame, assuring this convention that
Vherever there is a fight for v democratic votes next fall, Governor John
E. urke will be found in the thick
of it."
The speaker thereupon moved to
make the nomination of Governor Marshall unanimous. Immediately a wild
scramble for the doors followed, few
Sevwaiting to hear the motion put.
eral seconds later Chairman James'
gavel fell at 1:56 a. m. on the flntl
adiournment of one of the most note
ot
worthy conventions In the history
the democratic1 party.
William Jennings Bryan remained a
-flsnire to the last ' A short
time before adjournment he spoke his
"valedictory," as he called, It transto
Mio'nnrtv'a
the
standard
v
1
i I i 1" Pi
shoulders of Governor Wilson. The
respectful attention which the speech
receive and the applause at its conclusion were tributes to his

OF

I

f

as I remarked when first addressing
a Las Vegas crowd, I hope the best
man may win."

PRINCIPAL

RING

1904

1909
1910

for the champion.
Officials of the Bout
The officials of the bout are as follows: Referee, Ed W. Smith of Chicago; time keeper for club. Otto Floto
of Denver; time keeper for Flynn, Al
Tearney of. Chicago; time keeper for
Jack Johnson, Tom Flanagan ol Toronto; official announcer. Tommy Cannon of Oklahoma City; physician, Dr.
R. K. McClanahan of Las Vegas.
The following brief biographies of
the fighters and the referee will be
of Interest to the fight fans:
'
Johnson
Jack Johnson, world's champion,
was born March 31, '1878, Galveston,
Texas. He became champion December 26, 1908, Sydney, N. S. W.
No more wonderful athlete lives in
the world today than John Arthur
Johnson of Chicago, who became cham
pion of the pugilists four years ago
today by whipping Tommy Burns at
Sydney, Australia, and who has since
sucessfully defended the title against
James J. Jeffries, at Reno, Nev.
The campion says his best fighting
weight is 210 pounds and that he
stands a quarter of an inch over six

feet"

'

Johnson did not start fighting until
but at that time did not amount
to much and it was not until several
years later that he apeared as a can
didate for the heavyweight title. Jack
lost his first fight and then did not
box again until 190L He was fairly
successful that year despite a setback
at the hands of
In the year 1902 Jack entered Into
1899

(Continued on Page Four)
-

BATTLES OF JOHNSON AND FLYNN
Rounds
Rounds Year Flynn
Sam McVey, K. 0
20 1906 Tommy Burns, K. O. by. 15
18
Denver Ed Martin, K. O. 2 1907 Geo. Gardner, K. 0
7
20 1907 Dave Barry, K. 0
Marvin Hart,
13
15 1907 Tony Ross, W. F
Jeo Jeannette, W
Sam Langford, W
15 1907 Jack Johnson, K. O. by. .11
6
10 1907 Bill Squires, K. 0
Joe Jeannette, L.
10
9 1908
Bill Lang, K. 0
Jim Barry, L
Bob Fitzsimmons, K. O. 2 1908 Al Kaufman, K. O. by.. 9
9
Jim Fiynn, K. O
H 1911 Tony Caponi, K. 0
7
14 1911 Al Kaufman, K. 0
Tommy Burns, W
10
Stanley Ketchell, K.0...12 1911 Carl Morris, W.
3
15 1911 Tony Caponi, K. 0
Jim Jeffries, K. 0

Year Johnson
,1904
1905
1906
1906
1906
1907
1907
1907
1908

will

li

Mac-Veag-

ury department is impending as one
of the results of a row of long standing between the secretary and one of
his assistant secretaries, A. Piatt
Andrew, which culminated today Jn
Andrew's resignation.
A few hours later, Representative
James Cox of Ohio, introduced a resolution proposing a complete investigation of the MacVeagh administration.
A. Piatt Andrew today tendered hla
resignation to President Taft as assistant secretary of the treasury. In
a spirited letter to the president Mr.
Andrew writes of conditions In the
treasury department which are alleged to be due to the attitude of Secretary MacVeagh toward many of his
subordinates.
Assistant Secretary Andrew's letter
of resignation charges subordinates
are
in the treasury
department
'
hampered and discouraged at every
turn by Secretary MacVeagh's Idiosyncrasies and his Incapacity for decision. It contains a scathing arraignment of Secretary MacVeagh's administration, of the "government affairs,"
and created a profound sensation in
official circles.
One portion of Andrew's letter to
the president is susceptible of being
Interpreted to the effect that other
high officials in the .treasury are di
sastisfied with Secretary MacVeagh's
treatment of them.
"For further evidence of the pecu
liar difficulties which surround ' the
handling of business la the treasury,"
he suggested that President Taft consult Lawrence O. Murray comptroller of the urency;i Lee McClung,
treasurer of the United States; Joseph B. Ralph, director of the bureau
of engraving and printing; Charles A.
Kram, auditor for the postofflce; Royal E. Cabell, commissioner of internal
revenue; James Knox Taylor, former supervising
and
archite X,
Charles D. Norton, Mr. Andrew's predecessor and former secretary to the
president.
Dr. Andrew's letter to Secretary
MacVeagh, advising him of the resignation discloses the hitherto unpublished fact that Mr, MacVeagh was on
the verge of leaving the cabinet in
December, 1910. In one part of the
letter he says:
"You cannot forget how I stood by
you when you were on the point of
having taken from your hands what
probably was the most Important undertaking ' of your administration.
When the White House, In December,
1910, without, consulting with you,
and entirely without your knowledge,
entered into negotiations for an issue
of Panama bonds, the embarrassment
of the situation threatened to force
your resignation. You will remember
that I did everything In my power to
avert your humiliation and that I loyally agreed to resign and leave the
service with you If your resignation
became necessary."
'

GOOD ROADS MEET

Monte Ne, Ark., July 3. A convenGood Roads astion of the
sociation began her& today rnd
over tomorrow. Delegate
representing commercial, agricultural,
and improvement organizations are
in attendance from numerous points
in Missouri, Arkansas and Oklnihonia
Trl-Stat- e

f
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"THE REAL WOODROW WILSON"
'

Hy ALFRED

,

ILENRY LEWIS

(The following article from The
Hearst Magazine for May is of interest because ofvihe nomination at
yesterday of Woodrow 'Wilson as democratic candidate for president of the United States:)
Doctor Wilson, late " president of
Princeton university, now governor of
New Jersey, is asking for the presidency of the country. When a man
comes asking for the presidency of
the country, It la time to light the
council fire.
Who Is Dr. Wilson , What is his
story? He waa baptized It was In
,

Ohlo'Thomas

Woodrow

Wilson,'

and grew to man's estate as "Tom."
Then be wrote a hook, Congressional
Government. After which, npon ar
he
guments of euphony and pose,
.'.abandoned "Thomas" by the wayside,
and broke upon, the world as "Wood'
row Wilson." As this Is written he
Is Woodrow Wilson, Ph. D., LL. D,
Likewise, In the politeness of our pol

soul-altitud-

completed his Congressional Govern lng peace societies, casting hero medment that book born of the Gentle- als, and establishing pensions.
man's Magazine, and his own dissatAmong other evidences of his re
Mr. Car
isfaction with the American constitu generation and
tion and he marled Miss Axson, negie established a 15,000,000-dolla- r
thereon
whom in his Atlanta days he had met Foundation, and arranged
In the neighboring town of Rome. pension
for the support of retired
Plainly, Mr. Wilson practiced love college professors. As a condition
much more effectively than he prac- the retired pension-askinprofessor
ticed law. For his authorized biog- must he able to show that he had
rapher declares that the eleventh taught for 25 years. That last thought
time he met MIsa Axson, he won from was with Mr. WTIlson during his
her a Judgment in his favor.
Princeton moments. ' He would ask
for a Carnegie pension. As a basis,
(The Sacrifice of His Mustache
Johns Hopkins,
accepted as his he must first teach those demanded
theBls his Congressional Government, 25 years. Already he had fixed his
conferred upon Mr. Wilson the degree honorable eye upon the New Jersey
of Ph. D, Thus Indorsed, he went to governorship. But it must watt Busi
Bryn Mawr to teach political econ ness before pleasure; pensions first
omy to the girls. While at Bryn governorships might follow.
Mawr he shook the local heart by
Mr. Wilson was either lucky or a
shaving away that long and melan- born politician. Perhaps he was a lit
choly mustache, which had been so tle of both. In any case, he had no
drooplngly successful when, beneath more completed those 25 years of
the soft Virginia moon, he sang "She teaching, which qualified him to go
sleeps, my lady sleeps."
asking for a Carnegie pension, when
Regarding this latter improvement, he waa clutched at by
Mr. Wilson's authorized biographer Smith, and others among the politic
has these obscure almost opaque ians, and sent by them to Trenton
as New Jersey's governor.
words.
"It was" he says "a sacrifice Elected governor, Mr. Wilson at
which it was hinted he (Mr. Wilson) once resigned his Princeton presldnmade In the hope of being better able cy. Whereat, because some were
to suggest to his classes, certain deli glad and some were sad, his resignacacies of thought and fancy, which tion was accepted with a comming
they had shown little signs of appre ling of laughter and lamentation. Not
that Mr. Wilson minded either overhending."
From the girls at Bryn Mawr, Mr, much. HJs life would now take shape
Wilson went to the boys at Middle-tow- n as he all along had planned. His
Wesleyan university, where he Princeton presidency would vanish;
remained until called to Princeton In but in its stead he would have a gov
1890, to occupy the chair of Jurispru- ernorship, and draw $10,000, where
he before had drawn but $8,000. Also,
dence and politics.
In 1902, Mr. Wilson was made, pres there was that fat Carnegie pension!
No two men, as to any subject, are
ident of Princeton. In taking up the
burdens of his new position he said, ever found to think, alike, and all de
as furnishing a key to his contem pends upon a point of view. Foj; my
control, self, I do not question the purity of
plated scheme of college
that It would be his effort to "grad- Mr. Wilson's. motives, as he stretched
uate the students as unlike their fath- out an eager hand for that Carnegie
ers as possible." Whereat the fath- pension. And yet, remembereing his
priners, so grievously alluded to, bristled democracy, nis
and his
and snorted, while confessing that ciples, his governorship,
they didn't know Just what he meant White Houbo aspirations, 1 confess
As president of Princeton, Mr. Wit-so- that I cannot see how he brought himstood, college matters vastly on self to do it Mr. Carnegie's gold had
their heads. Some liked what he come to him through that system of
did; some loathed what he did. Also, protection that Mr. Wilson condemnwhether liking or loathing, both sides ed as a crime against the people. By
spoke their minds freely. . Mr. Wil- word of Mr. Wilson, the Carnegie
son stuck stubbornly to his last gold was tainted gold, and Mr. Carnehowever, unmoved by either praise or gie the publlo enemy. How then are
angry clamor, and lectured and wrote we to account for Mr. Wilson's Carand drew $8,000 a year. Odd mo- negie pension anxieties? Must we
ments he cast a quiet eye about in agree with Vespasian that "the smell
quest of some worthwhile office; for of all gold is sweet?"
he still clung, as ever clung limpet
And there occurs a further thought.
to rock, to that youthful resolution of Gratitude is among the most gracea public career. Not that Mr.Wll- - ful of emotions. Inthe days of the
son purposed holding office Immedi great Cyrus, tha Persians
ately. He would, frst, as a teacher, ingratitude with death. Could Mr.
make a service record of 25 years. Wilson, without feeling grateful, beWhy 25 years? That compels me to come Mr. Carnegie's pensioner? Could
he have been paid thousands lu Carstep one side.
Andrew Carnegie was worth ?500,- - negie gold, and hate the hand that
000,000.
It 1b to be supposed that paid it As a democratic president,
Mr. Carnegie, as years drew upon him professing
principles,
and the long shadows began slanting it would he Mr. Wilson's duty to make
toward the east, was seized of doubts war upon Mr. Carnegie. To what exconcerning the sanctity of his mil tent being grateful would that Carlions, and the methods by which he negie pension blunt the edge of Wilhad heaped them together. They had son war?
come to him as the ripened fruit of
I; Is evident that VTr. Wilson re"protection" in days when "protec- lieved he could take a oenslon from
a peuHi.m
tion" spelled extortion. They were an
gathered In the blood and tears of whereof every dollar bore the uncleon
such upheavals aa the Homestead mark of the beast and still do his
strike, when children starved, women most and best as president to destroy
were shot to protection.
In one unhesitating
wept, and workmen
death on their own poor doorsteps. breath, therefore, he asks the people,
Recalling! these things, it would ap- upon
grounds, for their
conscience White House, and begs protectionist
pear that the Carnegie
awoke to walk the floor, and Mr. Car
negie began building libraries, starr-(Continued on Page Seven)

itics, the prefix "Honorable" belongs
Confederacy lose, plug tobacco ever
with bis name.
faithful, ever solvent would retain
who
should
would
know
the
colt
fie
know the sire. Also, the grandslre. a value which Confederate currency
Mr. Wilsons grandfather was a would not. As a result of this monScotch Presbyterian, More than one ey forethoughtfulness, always hla
hundred years ago, he came to this dominant characteristic, the eldjr
country to settle in Pennsylvania. Wilson,' in whose ways young Mr. WilBeing thus settled, Mr. Wilson's son molded himselt upon the
and debated in
Magazine
grandfather proceeded to perform as
could
termed
be
Princeton,
fairly well
and
one
time
a
editor,
and another published
papers In off. Life was thereby made safe, if
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and, Seub-envill- not easy, for young Mr. Wilson, since
The father of Mr. Wilson the elder Wilson, purse in fist, stood
was the Reverend Joseph Ruggles ever at his back. Thus young Mr.
Wilson wasn't driven nor made nerExWilson, In his day a vlgo- o
CiVti and vous, during, his student days, by any
positor of the doctrine.
feeling of hungry hurry about earn'Knox.
He Was Called "Mutton" at College. ing a living.
Mr. Wilson himself was born In
Having resolved, as has been seen,
1856.
When he had upon a public career with the inciDecember,
reached the blinking age of two, his dent of
young Mr. Wilfather, the Reverend Joseph taking son felt the propriety of studying
onr hero along removed to Georgia. law.
v
There he preached In the Augusta . Wilson as a Glee cluM'tr
While burrowing law at tlie UniverPresbyterian church. In 1870, the
Reverend Wilson trekked to South sity of Virginia, young Mr. vv.'w.i did
Carolina; and later, to North Caro- not neglect his debating and his writlina, having been "called" in tha lat- ing. He argued and he orated. As to
ter Instance to' fill a pulpit in Wil- writing and authorship, that impulse
which he had gained from the Genmington.
In his seventeenth year, youn Mr. tleman's Magazine conM.nt.'' 3jt domiIn nant, and it growing clearer aud still
Wilson enrolled himself
Davidson college, the chief inlace-Tne- mere clear to him with eaji new day
r.
conbeing that a Presbyterian piety how inferior was the Anie-lcawas taught as part of the curriculum. gress to the parliament of England,
He remained there two years, and he began, laying the bedplites of his
was given the nickname of "Mutton Congressional Government
It was the. only mark of distinction
Law, oratory, and authorship are at
he achieved, and he carried It honor best but tiresome arts. When, ope
ably with him to Princeton, which he or all, they had quite worn his fag
entered in 1875. Prom the latter col ged soul to the bone, young Mr. Willege, young Mr. Wilson graduated In son, by way of reposing himself from
1879.
He 'came forth neither distin his toil, broke into song. That is to
guished nor extinguished, being forty-- say he became a member of the chapfirst In a class that registered a nose- - el choir and the college glee club, to
count of one hundred and twenty-two- ,
which , convocations
of
"sweet
The Gentlemen's Magazine was an breasts," as the ancient English had
English publication which made little it, he brought a limpid yet convincor less effort to address Itself to the ing tenor.
As a glee clubber, young Mr. Wilpeasantry. It was In tone an
not to say a BuperclHoua son went up and down the face of
nature, serenading
Journal, and In what Intervals It did Old Dominion
take Its subservent eyes offi the peer- beautiful maidens, giving them "She
to the herd, It 'was sleeps, my lady sleeps!" which she
, age to speak
haughtily careful to speak from a pe- didn't and "Speed away!" which
destal. While a student in Prince- from her heart she wished he would.
ton, young Mr. Wilson got hold of the Virginia tradition speaks of the sink' Gentlemen's
He read It ing of young Mr. Wilson, and he is
Magazine,
and
It, admired and read It peculiarly remembered for the mas
again. It was then and there so he terful way in which he was wont to
says that he received his first im- impale a certain high note, near the
,
end of the "Star Spangled Banner,"
pulse toward politics.
Following several months' perusal upon his piercing tones. It was some
of the Gentlemen's Magazine, young thing folk journeyed miles to en1-yMr. Wilson resolved upon a public During this, his mocking-birperiod,
career. Thus resolving, he looked young Mr. Wilson cultivated a melaneagerly forward to what time ha him choly mustache. Long, drooping, full
as of feeling, it contributed to his singself might take up
a logical and, it might be, agreeable ing a wild yet fascinating effect.
method of publicly uplifting mankind.
It was in 1882, and he himself was
and wise 26, when Mr. Wilson "young" no
Also, he was wide-eyeenough, even at the tender age of longer, flung his .unfettered shingle
22, to note how
superior, to the Atlanta breeze, and at 48 Mar
as an engine of legislation, was the ietta street, began casting impartial
British parliament to the American ly about for clients, coin, and ofcongress. Indeed, bo deeply was he fice. They failed to materialize. Af
impressed In that particular, that he ter 18 months of waiting, Mr. Wilson
made the British superiority manifest. withdrew his shingle, not so much
in a sage article, printed In the In discouraged as disgusted.
ternational Review. Since, ' however.
Perceiving that the law, for his pur
there occurred no subsequent remod poses, was altogether a failure, Mr.
eling, of the American congressional Wilson abruptly chucked it. He cov
system, along British parliament ered his retreat from Atlanta and
lines, it is to he assumed that a
the law very nicely in Mongolian
American public was too diplomacy they call It "saving the
thick to profit by his wisdom.
face" with an explanation. He let
Having set his heart upon a public It be understood that he quit "be
g
as an inci- cause" I quote from an authorized
career, with
dent, young Mr. Wilson began prepar- - biography "he could not contemplate
lng himself in the college debating- years of effort to further the inter
societies. What societies were extant ests of clients, under the capricious
in Princeton did not dovetail with his and Illogical statutes of Georgia, In
tastes, and so he organized a new terpreted by a supreme court whom
one, using the British parliament as he could not look up to as masters of
a ground-plan- .
Having thus arranged the law."
With that for his valedictory, and
his forum, he, debated numberless
questions, and what he lacked lq co- shaking the unappreclave dust of
herently and convincing clearness he Atlanta from his moccasins, Mr. Wilson wended to classic Johns Hopkins,
made up In heat
where for two yearB he bent his
Felt Himself Above the 'Crowd.
The ardor, of young Mr. Wilson was thoughtful brow to a study of the
With that thought of a ' science of government,
quenchless.
When he was 29 years old, Mr,
public career and incidental office as
'
his polestar when the debating so- - Wilson did two notable things. He
Gentie-tlemen-
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soul-charg-

ciety rested from its labors, he went.
abroad Into the groves about Prince
ton reciting the speeches of Burke.
Likewise, he grew to be five feet
In stature, and by
Inches
eleven
word of one of his classmates "felt
himself a little above tha crowd." It
Is understood that the feeling here
chronicled referred to Mr. Wilson's
and not to the mere
vulgar length of his physical keel.
Mr. Wilson's father, the Reverend
Joseph, while not a rich man, was
not a poor man. No one will wonder
at this who recalls his Scotch blood
Even while ablaze for the southern
Confederacy, as he was, he never
blazed to a height which gave him
confidence in its currency. As fast
as he received from his flock a hand
ful of Confederate bills, he straightevidences
converted these
way
This he
Into prudent plug tobacco.
nicely boxed, to be filed away In his
garret for future thrifty reference.
Plug tobacco would keep. Should the
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For the first 4 days of July, we will continue our Green Tag Sale
n

prices

W0MENS SUITS, COATS, DRESSES, SKIRTS
SILK AND LINGERIE WAISTS AND MILLINERY

.

Also a large and varied line of women's and misses

II

.

n

pur-ishe-

n

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS

SALE FOR CASH ONLY

ra Wl

FOUR DAYS
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ADVERTISED G&ODS
Because the advertiser has done something: to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
.
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
'

.

It Always

Pays

to Buy
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Advertised Goods
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.

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00
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CUNN1NOH All,
.lM.
FRANK

President!

HOSKINS.

SPRINGER,
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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Las Vegas

Seiviirigs Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

J

:

I
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LAS VEGAS
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with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

l;

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest Pa.id on Deposis
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Summer colds are hard to get rid
of, and frequently lead to astlima

....

X

RUDY UNHOLZ, WHO FIGHTS STANLEY

YOAKUM

TONIGHT.

cough medicines, because it quickly and bladder
trouble. He says:
cures coughs and colds. It will ward find
for my case no other medic!
bronchitis, ami hay fever. Do not let off a cold Jf taken In time." Con- equals Foley
your cold get a hold on you, but use tains no opiates. O. O. Shaefer, Red ficlal effect.- -Kidney pllla tor V
They are a safe
Foley'
Honey and Tar Compound Cross Drug Store.
reliable medicine for kidney tr.
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Cheland rheumatism. Oon tain no hs
sea, Wis., says: "We prefer Foley's
George L. HIgble, Manton, Mich., drugs.
O.
Shaefer, Red (
to
used
Tar
and
other
Compound
Honey
Foley Kidney Pills for kidney Drug Store.
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about 30,000 men; and Intended to kill all foragers. It leaves
boor. This year I am writing still
General Kllpatrick was put in com- no alternative. You must retaliate
another
book, and if I don't realize in
mand of about 3,000 cavalry to cover man for man and mark them in Hko
It the promise that the 'crickets' have
our left and rear.
manner. You will therefore shoot at
promised me Is In me, I am going to
ON
"Here was the hazard of It all. once, and leave by the roadside an
TO
top taking my.self seriously as
A
Sherman was to cut Lee's army from equal number of their prisoners and
writer and go in for active suffrage
bis base of supplies, plunge into the append a label to their bodies that
work. Three hundred and eightyheart of an enemy's country with man for man shall be killed for every
nln.0 dollars and fifty-fivcents ia no
enemies enough In his rear to over- one of our men they kill.
sort of living for an ablebodied wo
whelm him If they had concentrated.
"In a general order Sherman said:
man to make, with porterhouse steak
In front of him in and about Savan- 'The army will
OCTOGENARIAN
forage liberally on the
TEUS OF THE nah and
rapidly going to forty cents a pound.
between him and the
country
during the march under PAY IS POOR, NOT AVERAGING A3
"Some years you made more," she
JOURNEY THAT MADE WAR
were Harden, Hampton and charge of discreet officers. The solMUCH AS THAT MADE BY
was reminded.
HISTORY
Hill; back In Albama and west Ten- diers must not enter the dwellings of
OTHER TOILERS
In Flva Years $2,187.96
nessee were Beauregard and Forrest the inhabitants or commit any tres
"True.
Let's get the average. The
New York, July 3. Major Samuel with their
troops; more northerly was pass, but during a halt or camp they
When the suggestion was made to total Is $2,187.96 for five
A- years. That
In
Bennett, who rode
the saddle Hood with 45,000 men advancing up--( may be permitted to gather turnips the magazine writer she Is one who is $437.69
a year, still not nearly a
' Willi General Tecuniseh Sherman on on
Nashville there were Brocket!-- potatoes and other vegetables and to bcv'an to be heard from about 190? match for the
his famous "March to the Sea,' and ridge and others In east
porterhouse. Now.
Tennessee; drive In stock In sight of their camp.' and is even yet heard from that she there is another thing to be consid
back to Washington, now In his elgthi-iet- a there was
Johnson In North Carolina There were m,en in our army who tell the truth about what she made, ered, when you
stop to consider writ
year, ia as active and .energetic and Lee in Virginia.
Though the had suffered In southern prisons or for just this once, and under seal of ing as a means of livelihood.
That is
as many a youth. He has been em- march was not a
great distance, It liad relatives who died there. Such;a double-dye- d
anonymity, she began the ephemeral quality of literary sucployed In the construction bureau of was daring and its strategy ended the men, were bent on personal revenge. to
lie In the dear, blithe, literary way cess. When you get a real start as a
the borough of IUchmand for the last war. When the confederates heard They would burn unoccupied houses,
and for a few minutes could not be maeazlhe writer one of two fates
ten years.
our army was moving through their There were those who would steal stopped says the New York Evening awaits
you: either you have It In you
"Sherman," he Bald yesterday at country and their homes, they lost when out on foraging expeditions. But Post
to peg away, year In. and
year out
his home on Fort place. New Brighton all spirt and Iee surrendered to Grant I nffver heard of a case of personal
"It's to be a face story, and it's to mounting from a short story to the
State Island, "made every officer on before Sherman got within 200 miles outrage in deed or In word. Any man
help other women," she was Informed book, and making a name for yourself
his staff-kee& diary, and from these of his rear.
caiight pillaging in a house was ar relentlessly. "It's
to clear up for that will entitle you to a
place in the
he frequently consulted before making
"On November 15, 1864, Sherman rested, tried and. If guilty, suffered them 'the economic possibilities and next Shaw's
literature to be wrtteL,
up his reports and deciding on his telegraphed to Grant: "We are off, death. Our rations Issued from the encourage them to let go of a 'steady or you are
going to have a mere magplans of action,'
goodby.' Then he cut his bridges and wagons were stinted, and we had to jeb' to write short stories, If that Is a azine vogue.
south,! depend largely on the 'bummers' for wise
Major Bennett was born in Canaan, telegraph wires and started
thing to do, and warn them if it
Having a vogue is about the most
Conn., 1833, and was living in Che- the nation did not know whither, and supplies.
cruel fate that can befall
isn't a wtee thing to do."
any kind of
"It was still the preference of Fres- - "In that case," she said, "I will stop artist
mung county. New York, when he en- home folks spoke of us as the lost
Only Arnold Bennett seems
Sevlisted in the One Hundred and
army, it was the Indian summer at mcui uncum ana ueuerai urani lor trying to drape this negligee so that to know it for what It
Is, and ws- enth regiment, N. Y. V. I., in July, the south. We took it easy, going Sherman's army to come up to Vlr-- Its folds will make an Impressive fea sess his soul
beneath the
accordingly
1S62. HI? wife is living, and also a about two miles an hour, and our ginia by sea after it reached Savanture of the story, stop trying o show same old size of hat. The rest of
General
but
bivouac
nah,
Lucien
Sherman
and
of
the
wife
begged that the young author has eyes that think it Is going to last.
daughter,
Judge
camp fires were without
It isn't Bv
hard to carry out his own personal 'twinkle merrily when she is amused, and
Burpee, a supreme court Justice of danger, cheery and restful,
by our stories
"It was a rich country and we lived Plan, of marching up through the stop 'moving gracefully about the to us just as In ourbegin coming back
Connecticut One December 1, 1863,
salad davs. Not
Beautiful
Columbia
was small but luxuriously furnished apart oecausa
Major Bennett was ordere'd to report well. Our. trains were regularly stock country.
they are tiny worse than
to General A. S. Williams for staff ed with hard tack, pork and coffee, burned, not by official authority, but ment' and step down on the brass tnose that
were accepted thev nroh- duty as topographical engineer, which but these were preserved for' emer to gratify personal revenge of private tacks.
ably couldn't be-- but
because some
position he held until, the close of the gencies, in case we should become soldiers who stole out of their camp
"And see te it that the resultant day else out In Oskosh has made a
surrounded and have to go Into a be- in the night"
war.,
language has special reference to the hit along our lin,e. Having the fresh- "Lee and Johnson having surrender- matter of making a living out of lit er point of view
You have
"On May 4, 1864," said the major. sieged camps
heard In
it is her turn now.
"we struck tents and started on those song how sweet potatoes even sprang ed, we knew that our work was done. erature."
Go back o- -r
,
the files of the leadlne
memorable campaigns, Chattanooga from the ground. These and the de- As we took up our march homeward
magazines r the last ten vMr
Handicapped From the First
I
to Atlanta, Atlanta to Savannah and licious cured hams, the stores of th heart assumed a lightness and Joy
"With special reference to that, Where are the writers of 1902?"
Our Joys
Savannah to Washington. "Sherman's corn and meal, of honey and molas- that were inexpressibe.
then, I was terribly handicapped be
march to the sea' was a mighty un ses, made life worth living. Every- reached a climax when we came in cause I sneaked up to
NO REASON FOR IT.
writing with
dertaking. In It were 62,250 men and body was in good spirits. How did this sight of the dome of the capltol at such a
spell upon me
offkers. Particlplating in that march mighty moving mass appear? Like a Washington. At the national review that I soon found myself In a mesh of When
East Las Vegas Citizens Show
from beginning to end, and riding up plague of grasshoppers. Each army as Sherman reviewed his bronze, vetmisconceptions about the practical
the Way.
and down the columns and through crops took a separate road, keeping erans passing before him down Penn- side of the case. My most dire supThere can be no Just reason whv
them every day in the discharge of abreast of each other as nearly as sylvania avenue he wept. Before the position was that if I ever got a story
any reader of this will contlm,
!
n
my duties, I had unusual opportuni- possible. The whole army In one col review the colonelB were asked for or two accepted, I should be made, suffer the
tortures of an aching back,
ties for observation and acquiring gen umn would have filled a road for 45 lists of clothing necessary to make the battle won; spoils to the viceor; the
annoyance of urinary disorders,
miles.
the soldiers give a good appearance. I should never get printed slips the
eral information.
dangers of serious kidney Ills
"Over
men
this moving mass Sherman The Joint report showed 3,538
"The march, not alone that from At
when relief is so near at hand .nri
again."
lanta to the sea, about 250 miles, and had an eye at all times and any day barefooted, 2,298 without coats, 2,726
She got up then and went over to the most positive proof
that
from Savannah to Washington up he could have squared off and given bareheaded, and 5,023 with trousers a desk and drew forth a little quarto wese his can be cured. given
Read what
In
530
to
battle
He
were
scientific
that
order.
had
but
hostile
about
an
rags.
East Las Vegas citizen says:
through
country,
nothing
of white typewriter
book, home-madr
"That army traversed a lineal route' paper. With an occasional glance at
miles, making 800 miles, if considered watch front, sides and rear, fight
Mrs. L. J. Meyers.
225 RailroB.I
as a tangent, but about 1,000 miles in when he met an enemy, take care of of 1,500 miles, cutting the confederacy it, she assembled these figures:
Ave.. East Las Vegas, N. Mex.,
says:
if'
"In 1902 a member of our household
the routes taken by the army, was a the sick and wounded Indeed the In three, had tramped 3,000 miles in
"In 1907, my first year of
whole
In
like
a
In
been
father.
a
In
field
no
the
flVjO
a
with
ctful
gave
modern
Itt4a
all;
army
year
movement, unique
public statement in nralse of
I wrote six short stories. Four
warfare. Taking six months in all, minutes the grand army from Its more shelter than wild animals; had of them weer accepted. They averag- Doan's Kidney Pills and confirmed it
same army, sur-- Sleeping bivouac could be put in motion breken up the entire railroad system ed about five thousand words each. in January, 1907. This person thinks
with one and the
t
f rounded by the enemy In his own each man and officer of the" 62,000 of the south; taken thousands of pris For one of them I got $30,- - for an- as highly of Doan's Kidney Hils now
oners; fought several battles; captur- other $65, for another $75, for another as ever. This remedy brought comf country, and all moving with one and always In his proper place.
'Jeff Davis said In his last book ed hundreds of the thousands of dol
plete relief from kidney trouble which
the same object namely, that of
$S0 different magazines paying difwas shown by pains in the back and
0
bringing Lee's army in between Gen- that Sherman's foraging devastations lars worth of ordnance; captured
ferent rates, you understand. Total other
were
as
as
relentless
annoying difficulties. We have
of
Instinct
bales
cotton,
savage
and
Sherman
and
(is
Grant
eral
destroying
thereby
for the year, $310. The next year, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills at the
--t
having it out in the last ditch was could Buggest. That was untrue. Sher- much more; and destroyed arsenals wrote seven short stories, and a book, Center Block
man knew and announced when he and foundries en route. For months
Pharmacy and have
,
the grandest of the war.
a short book. For one of the stories been so
greatly benefited by them
"First take the situation of Sher- set out from Atlanta; that he would they had been under intermittent fire I got $75, for another $S0, for another that we can
speak highly In their
man's army at Atlanta. You must live off the country as a war right; night and day. At other seasons, with $S0 again, and for another $60; total,
praise."
common
he
not
or
wet
ordered
and
feet
nothing
In
four
clothing
mind
ragged,
dirty
points
geographical
keep
$295. For the book I must tell a
hot saie Dy all dealers. Price SO
'
Washington, Nashville, Atlanta and recognized In rules of civil war. The and filthy, officers and men for little about the book.
cents. Foster-Mllbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
All summer,
Sherman rule Is this: Whoever carries on a Just months had no opportunity of bathing
Savannah.
New York, sole agents for the United
Received $413.41 for a Best Seller
war
to
a
has
make
the
was
and
unknown.
we
enemy's
right
Then
soap
with an army of about 100,000 men
"I followed its career with the aid States.
had a
Remember the name Doan's and
fight almost every country contribute to the support of were mustered out and each started of that indispensable adjunct of an
author' equipment, the clipping bu- take no other.
day from Chattanooga to Atlanta, a his army. Accordingly he Issued the for home and fo quiet citizenship.
distance of 150 miles. Atlanta was following ord,er to General Slocum
reau, for p year or two of its life as a
" your aespatcn or tn zoth re
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST,
the heart of the Confederacy, while
seller. It fared well at the hands of
BANQUET FOR MINISTER
Paul Falconer, Miss Rita Gallegos,
After Gen- ceived. Am delighted at your suc
i
Richmond was its brain.
'London, July 3. The movement for the critics" she pronounced it "crickeral Thomas had started to retreat cess at foraging. Go on, pile up the closer .trade relations between Canada ets" "was accounted a success, went Mrs. W. E. Hynt, Mrs. Man.ullta Lo- corn and potatoes, and keep and the British
upon Nashville to draw General forage,
West Indies is expect through
three
editions mjutalble bato, Joe Martin, Wm. Mee, W. C.
Hood's 45,000 troops after him, it left yqur military horses fat. Send back ed to receive a decided impa'us tomor- terms! was published in London Miller, J. p. Murphy, Inaclta Montano,
Sherman free to go on and sever the all unserviceable artillery and at the row night, when the West India com (the Athenaeum said there was a big Mrs. G. H. Nash, Thos. Raymond
last moment we can count upon our mittee in London
will give a ban- public In' England awaiting my future Miss Mary Rice, J. B. Roseboom,
confederacy as far as jthe sea coast.
Sherman's own plans extended fur horses and see what we can haul, and quet in honor of the Hon. George E, work), and brought me in Its entire Frank Smith, A. V. Slagle, Charles
ther than the sea coast His heart send back all else. One gun per thou Foster, the Canadian minister of trade earning period exactly $413.41. Now Smith, Mamtfillta Sanora, Mrs. Roman
was set on not only going to the sea sand men will be plenty to take along. and commerce. Mr. Bonar Law and add that to the total for the short Sanchez, John Townsend, Leopoldo
We find abundance of corn and potaa number of other publio men of stories that year and you get $708.41, Valdez, A. C. Vandiver.
but of then marching up through the
toes out here and we enjoy them very
Letters and post cards held for
rear
of
Lee's
to
the
army
prominence will be among th,e guests, as the total return from the year's
confederacy
much. They cost nothing a bushel. If
postage and better directions.
In Virginia,
work.
,
Mrs. Andrew C. Martin, Darlington.
of a general there Georgia can afford to break our rail- CANADIANS AT
"In the make-uThat was my banner year. You
HENLEY REGATTA
Mlsg Cavanaugh, care R. H. Stearns
must be many qualities. Iri him there road she can afford to eed us. Please
how
well
can't
editors
and
imagine
London, July 3. The annual Hen& Co., Tremont
must be something of the butcher, for preach this doctrine to men who go
treated me. I rode in
and are likely to spread It
ley regatta today and will continue publishers
Miss Bessy White, Albuquerque,
war is a killing business. Sherman forth
their motors and went to their coun
" W. T. SHERMAN, Major-Gen- .'
the
remainder
of the week.
through
N.
M.
skilful
as
fencer
a
an
handled
army
homes for weekends quite as if It
"And to Kllpatrick he wrote: 'We No college eight from the opposite try
Miss Hattie Borden, Lawrence, Kan.
would a rapier, accomplishing his purwere going to keep up. They sent
have a perfect right to the products of side of the water figures thl3 year
Rev. F, M. O'Brien, South
those nice looking young men, that
superior
pose with a sllttle bloodshed as pos a
country we overrun, and may collect in the aquatic Derby but the Argo- book
street,
Chicago, 111.
sible. Grant went at the enemy more
and
firms
a
as
magazine
keep
naut
them by foraging or otherwise. I
Rowing club, of Toronto Is enMiss Gladys Longstreth.
,
like a meat axe.
want the foragers to be regulated and tered for the grand challenge cup, good will' force, around to see me
Mrs. T. J. Conway, 3726 East Tenth,
"Sherman's army was devoted to
once In ever so often, knd everybody
while in the diamond challenge sculls
so
to
as
not
systematized
degenerate
UJty.
him. He was tall and straight and
made me promise not to sign up on
into common robbers. They can collect the same club will be represented by
Mrs. Thos. Conway, 3744
VVyanyear
I might write until his house
although only in his forty-fiftanything
beef and such other prod- Italy, Tasmania and Belgium also
his features were deeply furrowed, corn, bacon,
had
a
whack at It .When a pub dotte City.
had
ucts as we need, and the foragers are will be represented in the diamond
When calling for the above letters
voice heavy and penetrating, words
lisher makes us promise that, we au
as
much entitled to our protection as challenge sculls competition. The atthors commonly refer to the entire please ask for advertised letters.
quick and thoughts crip. He was not our skirmishers and flankers.
I regret tendance of the king and queen next
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
transaction as a 'contract for my enonly at the head of the army offi- the matter
18 of Saturday is expected to make the rethat
that
yon
report
tire output'
cially, but he was the smartest man
men have been murdered after gatta the most brilliant of years from
The Optic prints an the n
in it His army was a perfect brother- your
An Income of $600 a Year
surrender
and marked that the enemy a social viewpoint
hood and he kept it in masterly good
"The next year I wrote eleven short
order. There were no jealousies among
stories, of which five were accepted
the leading officers; it was one hapFor one I got $150, for another $75,
Sherman was
for another $80, for another $75, for
py military family.
Little Mary, tired but smiling-- , had a wondrous dream,
democratic i he never wore sword or
another $250. By this, time som
COMPOUND
sash. He walked around among the
she was canoeing-- on a great big lake of cream.
magazines were paying me five cents
Thought
coat
For
hands
with
over
three decades a favorite
unbottoned,
a word, and some were paying two
troops
AH around were reefs of Toasties. while her only oar
In his trousers pockets, chatting with
cents. My total Income for the year household medicine forCOUGHS,
Was a silver spoon with which to eat her way ashore.
whoever was nearest to him be he
aw $605. The next year I was ill, but COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
I wrote four short stories. Two COUGH. BRONCHITIS. HARD
private or general always intelligentandSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
F.
Written
J.
a
O'NEILL,
sort
one
feel
of
by
equally and mailing
stuck.
For one I got $75 and for the at first
Lafayette Hill P. 0., Montgomery Co., Pa,
sign of a cold. Quick, safe
ity with him.
other $100.
,
reliable."
and
The Bee Hive on the
of
his
the
"To command
wings
One of the 50 Jingles for which the Postum Co.,
"Th,d next year I wrote another carton is the mark of the
genuine.
Battle Creek, Mich., paid $100,000 in May.
army he selected General H. W.
booh, my total income from which Refuse sustitutes.
"
O.
O.
General
Howard,
and
has been $389.55, although It was
O. G. Schaefer
both West Pointers, each of them
called a great advance over the first
Red Cross Drug Co.
ommandt--
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We have been fortunate in securing a
mited number of Lovely Summer Dresses from
a leading manufacturer at an exceedingly inviting price. We could not resist. In order to
turn these quickly, we have placed some very
attractive prices which will no doubt induce
you to see the values in them as we did. All
the new features that are so much in vogue
will be found in them. A fraction the best
values we have ever offered. They are for
small medium and Stout Ladiqs. We urge
an early inspection.
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FOR REDUCTION
Always inquire of us

Fireproof paper
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(The Popular Priced Store)

Phone Mam 104.

C. C. Lowe, Dr. L. D. Koger and
James Martinez came In last night
from Taos to attend the Johnson-Flynbout tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Thull, arrived on

lb

Scott,

4

A. Lyons,

c

Cavanaugh, cf
C. Kllbourne, 3b
C. Klibourne, If
rf
train No. 7thls afternoon from their Braley,
Houston, p
home, for a short visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Ceorge A. Fleming.
Totals
Dan Kelly, son of Mr. and Mrs. "H.
Las Vegas
W. Kelly, came in yesterday Troin his
Clark, If
home in Trinidad to attend the
Bucklel, c
bout tomorrow
J. Lyons, cf
William Frank, Jr., will arrive toLockhart, ss
night from Holland and will be here Owens, 3b
several days visitng his parents, Mr. Ellis, rf ,.
and Mrs. William Frank, Sr.
Mclntyre, lb
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0

4

0
0
0
0
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FRYE'S HOTEL
Wagon Mound, New Mexico.
40 miles

noith of Las Vegas
in to Ocean Road

rh.i'n-plnnshi- p

On Oee

Rates $3.00 Per Day

I Cafe De
I

Luxe j

FINEST A LA CARTE BILL

-I- N THE

I

STATE-BAR- NES

& RUSH,

Props.

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

July Fourth decorations, for home
or business places. A. P. Moran,
Attorney William G. Haydon Chme
iu yesterday afternoon on" train No,
lioin Columbia, Mo., where tio had
been a month visiting friends and
relatives.
Joe Holzman of Corona arrived last
night for a short visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. Holzman is connected with, the
Holzman Mercantile company.
Mrs. '.Ik M. Tillman of Sallna, Kan,
arrived yesterday afternoon and will
spend the summer in Las Vegas visit
ing her sou and daughter, A. R. T11V
man and Miss Beulah Tillman.
G. P. Allen, of Hodges came in last
night from his home to. witness the
Johneon-FlynMr.
bout tomorrow.
Allen is connected with the
Santa
Barbara Tie and Pole company.
W G. Kelly is in Las Vegas visiting
his son Bert W. Kelly, who is local
agent of the Wells Fargo Express
company. Mr. Kelly is assistant gener
al agent of the company In Denver.
eGorge Hunker, past exalted ruler
of the Las Vegas lodge No. 408 B. P.
O. Elks will leave tomorow night for
Portland, Ore, to attend the annual
convention et the order as a delegate.
James C. McGIll, owner of the Den
ver baseball elub, accompanied by his
friend, George
Wahlgreen, arrived
yesterday afternoon from Colorado.
They made the trip to Las Vegas by
"i

n

BUFFET
OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF

OLD KIPY WHISKEY
COORS

All

GOLDEN BEER ON

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer

Si5 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

"

this secThere is more Catarrh allin other
disthan
country
tion of the
.tart
the
until
and
eases put together,
to be incurfew years was supposed
years docable For a great many disease
and
tors pronounced it a local
and by
prescribed local remedies,
with local
constantly failing to cure incurable
treatment, pronounced
to be a
Science has proven Catarrh therefore
constitutional disease, and
constitutional treatment.
requires
Hail's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
Ohio,
by F J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
on the
I
is the only Constitution? cure
market. It Is taken internally jin
a teaspoonful.
doses from 10 drops to blood
and
It acts directly on the
surfaces of the system. They
offer 0ne hundred dollars for any
case it fails to cure. Send for
and testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Tomil-co-

cir-ula-

Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation.
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The opening game of a series between Amarillo and the Las Vegas
Maroons will be played tomorrow
morning at 9:30 o'clock at Amusement
park. The series will be of four
games. The Amarillo team Is one of
the fastest in Texas, having cleaned
up with the best aggregations in the
state, and four fast contests are looked for.

The Amarillo and the Las Vegas
teams have n6t met this season, but
last summer several fast games be-h7een the Texas cowboys and the Ma
roons were staged here. All of the
teams In the southwest are anxious
to smear up the wonderful record of
the local boys, and Amarillo comes to
Las Vegas hoping and expecting to
take one or two games out of the
four. The Texans have been playing
ball regularly during this season and
nre In good trim for the contests with
the Maroons. T'aari are n number
of old heads In their mtnsr and It Ja
paid that they c.vy several crac
twicers.
As the ball game will be practically
the only attraction in Las Vegas in
the morning it is expected that the
stands will be packed to the limit
and the base lines jammed with auto
mobiles for the game tomorrow.
QU IN

ER

LEY-RO-

Yesterday afternoon, at 3:30 o'clock
Mrs. Anna C. Quinley and Dr. Edwin
4 2
Sorensen, p
l 0 3 1 T. Royer were united In marriage.
The ceremony was performed at. the
home of the bride, 510 Main street, by
33
3
14
27
11
11
oTtals
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
The score by innings:
First Methodist church. The wedding
came as a surprise to the friends of
.0
Dalhart
Las Vegas ....0
x 11 the bride and groom. Mrs. Royer, who
Clark
Stolen
bases
3, has been employed in the postofflce
Summary
J. Lyons, Ellis, Ward. Sacrifice hits for several years, last evening informA. Schlofman, Buckles, Lockhart. ed Postmaster F. O. Blood that she
Sacrifice fly Lockhart,
Mclntyrft would not report for work this mornEllis.
Three base hits Sorensen, ing. She gave the perfectly good reaDouble plays A. Schlofman unassisted son that she had been marled.
Mrs. Royer has lived in Las Vegas
Struck out by Houston 1, by Soren
senl 5. Bases on .balls off Houston many years and has a large number
of friends here. Dr. Royer organized
3, off Sorensen 1. Hit by pitcher2. the Las Vegas lodge of the Moose,
Wild pitches Houston
Ward.
"
of
Time
Passed balls Buckles.
authorised agent of the grand
game 1:55. Umpire Stevens.
lodge of that organization. Dr. and
Mrs. Royer nexpect to remove to Los
Angeles soon. They will make their
AND RIVERS permanent residence In that city.
2b

Ward,

3
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FULL OF CONFIDENCE
BOX.
BOTH THE LIGHTWEIGHT
ERS BELIEVE THEY WILL
WIN TOMORROW.

SPECIAL TRAINS ARRIVING.
The Osmundo special of live cars,
carrying fight fans from the city of
Denver, arrived in Las Vegas this
morning at 11:45 o'clock. There were
approximately 150 passengers on the

A special train with fight
special.
Calif, July 3. With fans from Pueblo, the Fighting Fireeach expressing himself confident man's home, will leave there at 9
of emerging a clvtor in thei o'clock tonight, arriving here about
scheduled twenty round fight at 6 o'clock in the morning. There are
Vernon tomorrow Ad Wolgast, ennm six cars on this train. Kansas City
plon lightweight pugilist of the ring followers will arrive In Las Vewoild, and Joe Rivers, the challenge!
gas this evening in two special cars
automoblje,
a quiet day. The two fight- - on train No. 9. There will be one
passed
Mike Stanton, manager of the Elks'
e.s said they had finished tteir carload from Trinidad this evening on
opera house In Santa Fe, accompanied
training and were only exer- train No. 1.
heavy
by Jake Levy and family, drove In
The special from Albuquerque to
enough to keep themselves In
cising
this morning from the Capital City.
condition for their bout tomor 14a Vegas tomorrow morning will be
good
The trip was made In Mr. Stanton's row.
riiiii in two sections. The first, which
touring car.
was reticent
about his will leave the Duke City at 6 o'clock,
Wolgast
C. C, Robbins, of Gross, Kelly and
line of combat, making the statement will be made up of cars from El
Company, accompanied by his daugh- that
'Washington didn't publish his Paso and Amarillo, Tex. The second
ter. Miss Edna Robbins, arrived last
when he crossed the Delaware section will leave Albuquerque ten
plans
night from Pasadena, Calif. Miss Rob- and that 'he did not Intend to bulletin minutes later. Several cars form
bins has been In California during the his business."
Santa Fe will be added to the second
'
past winter studying music.
He added that he gave Rivers cred- section. These specials will arrive in
E. Mayer, day operated in the Posl
it for being a "clever youngster," but Las Vegas at about 11:30 o'clock.
tal TelegTaph offices in Albuquerque,
A special train "rom la Junta will
the challenger would fall
came in last night from the Duke predicted
from- - one of his be un to Las Vegas in the" morning.
in
the
fight
early
City. Mr. Mayer will operate the Pos "slams." Rivers said that
"Wolgabt This train will be made up of cars
tal ky at the ringside of tne cnam- run Into a surprise party that from La Junta, Trinidad and- Raton
might
pionship bout tomorrow afternoon.
would make him heartsore that he and will carry fans from the northern
F. W. Drake, manager of the Santa ever heard the name of Rivers." He
part of New Mexico and southern
Barbara Tie and Pole company of declared he would
the spectators Colorado, It is due in Las Vegas at
give
froi-i
'
'"
Hodges, came In last evening
the "best there was in him." Ja'cf 11:80, o'clock."
,
" fans'' 'front Fort
Albuquerque, and will be a visitor !n Welch of San Francisco who will ref
faCcarnof
fight
Las Vegas several days, Mr. Drake eree the
jout. Is on the ground
Wortl, texasf arrived last night on
will occupy a ringside seat at the
..
train, NJohnson-Flynbout tomorrow aftar
rat ScliaefJohnson-Flynpostals
noon.
Summer colds are hard to get rid
er's. Fifteen subjects, five cents
Louis Sanford, an automobile deal
of, and frequently lead to asthma
each.
er of Denver; Harry James, Bert Pitt- bronchitis, and hay fever. Do not let
Eugene Lujan, stenographer to the your cold get a hold on you, but use
man, a theatrical man; Billy Haney,
commissioners In Foley's Honey and Tar. Compound
state
alto a theatrical man; Harry Garby, Santa corporation
came in last night for a for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chel
Fe,
a jeweler, and Al Hagon, another of short
visit with his parents, Mr. and sea, Wis, says: "W prefer Foley s
to other
the theatrical profession, arrived here Mrs. Mateo .Milan.
Honey and Tar Compound
.
because it quickly
cough medicines
last night, and will be In the
Trinidad Baca, state game warden, Cures
and colds. It will ward
city until after July 4, having already was a visitor in Las Vegas today, off a coughs
cold if taken in time." Conengaged ringside seats for the big
arrived last evening from San tains no opiates. O. G. Shaeter, Red
show tomorrow afternoon. The part" having
Cross Drug Store.
ta Fe.
left Denver Monday in automobiles,
C. F. Gerard of Des Moines, la, arGeorge L Higbie,
Manton, Mch.,
and though the roads were muddy
rived this morning from his home and used Foley Kidney Pills for kidne-from recent rains, they experienced
will be in Las Vegas a short time and bladder trouble. He says: "1
no trouble in making the trip. Mr.
rind for my case no other medicine
his cousin, Lee Gerard.
visiting
Sanford, who is at the head of
equals Foley Kidney pills for beneficial effect."
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
They are a aafa ana
party, said thiis morning that they
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
on
en
autos
road
SALE
Underwood
the
FOR
typewriter na rneumatlsm. Contain no
passed many
route to Las Vegas for the Johnson-Flynand motorcycle. Inquire Bacharach drugs. O. G. Shaefer. Red harmful
bout.
Brothers.
Drug Store.

Los Angeles,

,

Delivered Free.

ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.

AMARILLO WILL OPEN A SERIES
AT "AMUSEMENT PARK AT
9:30 O'CLOCK.

Du Hi art proved no match
yesterday
afternoon for the Maroons, losing the
second ganiu of the series by a score
of 11 to 0. SoreiiBen pitched for the
locals and held the Dalhart boys
down to four scattered hits. Tne
game was practically without featTort-lanclerk, left last night on a trip to
ures.
Ellis' perfect throw from
Ore,,and Seattle, Wash.,,
field to the plate in the elgntb
M. A. Ross arrived last night from light
off a runner, made
his, home In Albuquerque and will be inning, cutting
Bit
the
fans
and
take notice. The
up
in Las Yogas until, after Ju.ly 4.
si t,lnv
nmA nlitho vara ayVi rA nlml
Miss Mae Palmer came in yesterday
this
afternoon.
Tomorrow
the
again
from her home in Sallna, Kan.,, lor' a
Amarillo club will play, with the Mamonth's viist with Miss Beulah Tillroons at Amusement park.
man.
The box score:
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Strong of Ocate
Dalhart
AB. R. H. PO. A. K
came In last evening from their home
B. Schlofraan ss ...4
0 1 1 2 0
and will be visitors in Las Vegas sev
A. Schlofman, 2b ...3 0 1 4 3 1
eral days.

con-

moth-

During the summer monthB
ers of young children should watch
tr.r utiT unnatural looseness of the
bowels. When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may be
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholavoided.
era and Diarrhoea Remedy, can a)
ways be depended upon. For sale by
all dealers.
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The Everiit "30"
The Car For Service

Fresh Air

MORN NG

GAME

Mrs. George H. Hunker and Mrs. J.'
Harris will leave tonight on train
i for Denver.
Dr. D. Allenson came in last evening from his home In Taos, for a short
visit in Las Vegas.
William B. Stapp,
deputy
county

S Oraubarlh
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GAME

TOMORROW

W.
No.

Dry-Good-

WEDNESDAY, JULY 3, 1912.
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Shoes and Clothing.

Hoffman

VIUAB DAILY

flags, eto. A. P. Moran.
Adjutuut Ckjuoral A. S. Brookes of
Santa Fe Is a visitor In Lag Vegas.
Will Galicgos came la from Daw- DEFEAT DALHART IN A LISTLESS
CONTEST BY THE SCORE
son last night for a short vimt with
OF 11 TO 0.
.
friends.
.

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the lowest for the highest class of
ready-to-we-

THE

night
slrimra-w- .

oration,

4

I

A. Monday arrived liuit
from his horns In Santa Fe.
di

It

Bamberger's wife hat gone away toi
rest and his sister li
keeping house for him. The children
miss their mother, but, after all, lt'i
rather spicy having Aunt Nan around.
One evening while Bamberger waa
taking off his overcoat in the ball, b
called out to whom it might concern:
"I sincerely hope, for the sake of the
rest of you, that the air of this houB
la not so vitiated as it seems to me."
What's thatr It
"Hello, daddy
was bis high school daughter, answering from the, living room.
"I was saying that you need fresh
air in here." He appeared In the
doorway and viewed his tbree children, snuggled together under the
lamp, reading In stuffy content His
sister was not there.
"Kenneth, get up and open the window, and do It qulckf' the man of tne
"The air in here
house commanded.
is vile. You could cut it with a

a

much-neede-

1

knife."

"Vile!" The echo sounded from the
.
Then the curtains parted and bis sister faced him. "Vile!"
she repeated, emphatically.
"Well, Nannie, you there?" His tone
became conciliatory. "I mean, you
know coming in from the fresh air
outside "
"There certainly can be nothing in
the air of this house as offensive as
your word vile!"
"Oh, well, I didn't mean it as strong
as it sounds. But, really, now, have
you had any of the windows open todining-room-

day?"
Before you
"Any windows open!
came down to breakfast this morning
I opened the dining-roowindow, all
three in here, the parlor window, and
the front door! After you'd gone to
the office they were all open again,
for cleaning and dusting. One window in the kitchen is down from the
top all' the time from morning till
night. The bedroom windows were
The
wide open half the forenoon.
window on the stairway has been up
all day. I just closed things a little
while ago to have It comfortable when
you came."

Bamberger suppressed a retort that

rose to his lips. "Oh, all light!" he
said jovially.
"I'm glad it's better
than It seemed. It struck me as pretty hot as well as close." Then he
looked at the thermometer and smiled.

Remembering the children, his sisswallowed several remarks which
she felt would have been good for
him, before she said calmly: "Really,
George, it's out of place to ask an
Intelligent woman whether any windows have been up during the day."
She turned back into the dining-room- ,
where she was giving last touches to
the table. "Cut it with a knife!" they
heard her say Indignantly.
"The
idea!"
The children looked on in open-eyedelight There was nothing new In
daddy's criticising the air of the
house, but to have anybody dare to
talk back that was the spice of hav
ing Aunt Nan around.
At about five o'clock next day things
began to get spicier than ever. Aunt
Nan, with spirited motions, went from
room to room, flinging up every win
dow in sight.
"Whew! It's cold," Kenneth grum
bled, but a word from Aunt Nan turned
his scowl to a grin. Down to the basement he hurried and turned off the
hot air from every register in the
house except Aunt Nan's. Then into
that warm and cozy spot, by Aunt
Nan's invitation, he and his brother
and sister merrily trooped.
"It's just a little April fool joke on
daddy," Aunt Nan explained. "If we
oould get him to complain of too much
fresh air for once, you see, it would
be a great success."
"I say, Aunt Nan," somebody pro
posed, "wouldn't it be better if we
were sitting down there enjoying it
when he comes? We could put on our
coats and thingsi"
"Yes, and spoil the whole effect I"
the high school daughter objected.
"The right way would be to put on
double clothes underneath and look
as If we were Just dressed for the

ter

d

house."

A little later four
persons, bubbling over with giggles, met
In the living-room- .
Aunt Nan, looking
,
prounusually plunip and
posed that they ail pretend to be readlaBt
minute Kenneth, with
ing. At the
puffy-lookin- g

For ordinary everyday use, week after week, and month after
month, no motor car at any price will give yon more faithful or
enduring service than an Everitt "30" at f L250.
It has thjs power, th speed, the roominess and the comfort
that you need. It It big enough but not too big. It is at simple
as any good car can be. It will staj In order and keep
running
under the most trying conditions. And it can be operated by yourselfat a fraction of the usual ."automobile upkeep" cost.
This last point Is especially Interesting. It truth can be readily demonstrated. The car will average 18 miles to the gallon ot
fneL The tires are nnusua&y large, and therefore,
Ton need no chauffeur any member of your family can drive an
"Everitt 80."
,
'Why should you pay an extravagant price for any automobile,
when yon can get all the real advantages of the costliest In the
"lnirty- at so reasoname a figure? Think it over, and let us
show you the car.
wear-resistin- g.

H-Sub-Agen-

Automobile & Garage Co.,
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We are prepared to supply" you with the hi hest grade,
fast color Flags and Bunting in any quantity you may wish, at
exceptionally low prices, All new, 48 star goods.
5 Ft.xSFt Fast Color, Heavy Grade Flag
.$2.50
4 Ft.x6 Ft. Fast Color, All Wool Bunting Flag
4.00
32x48 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
50c
. .25c
22x34 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
15x24 inches, Fast Color Flag, Mounted
15c
11x16 inches, Fast. Color Flag, Mounted
10c
No. 5, Printed Flags, 6x9j inches, per dozen
15c '
No. 4, Printed Flags,'5x7 inches, per dozen. . . .
. . . . . .
Waterproof Government Bunting,
7c
per yd
Waterproof Double Faced, "Passaic" Bunting,
per yard..
10c
j

Tri-Colo-

r,

Tri-Colo- r,

Las Vedas'Leadiru 5ioro

'

xasmumM Son

Established

South SldcPtaja

1862

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

matj-only-

a brilliant inspiration, presented each
one in the group with a table knife.
As soon as daddy should comment on
the cold every one. Instead of answering, was to lift this knife and begin
to cut the air.
In the dining-rooa disapproving

maid sneezed and sneezed again, wondering If everybody was crazy.
" 'Sh! Here he comes," whispered
Aunt Nan for the seventh time, but
the step outside passed by once more
and died away.
The high school daughter began to'
cough. "My feet are like ice," she
confessed.
"It can't be long now," Kenneth encouraged her, and as he spoke every
one Jumped.
Just the telephone bell on the desk!
Aunt Nan, being nearest, took down

the receiver.
"Well, what's the trouble, Nan?"
said Bamberger's voice, a shade Impatiently. "I've been trying for an
hour to get the house. I won't be
home to dinner. The New York manager's In town, and I'm tied up with
Good-by.- "
him for the evening.
ChlontroDaily News.

If it may be termed a science

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

include

must

a means of presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest us 3 the
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Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
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416 Grand
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Amy, pood Woman, Listened to Jim
Bones' Autobiography, Expurgated

for Her Ear.

They eat down In the entry of
Amy'a house and talked that is, Jim
talked. It was the first time that he
had willingly given out in Ruckers-vill- e
any of the details of his past. But
now all at once It seemed that he bad
an overwhelming: desire to get It
properly expurgated and set forth to
Amy's admiring ears. It was no more
the truth than any other man's past Is
the truth when he tells it to a woman.
She Inspired htm to He about it beautifully, as she inspired Elbert to He
about his dally existence, and as every good woman inspires every bad
man to fabricate his autobiography.
As he went on with the tale of his
adventures he began to see himself
glorified in the placid, smiling attention of her sweet blind face. If e wondered why in the world he had been
so secrctfve, about those years in the

Carriage; Manufacturer
'General Blacksmithing
Carriage Painting
DEALER

IN-H-

eavy

Hardware andjO
Wagon Material

,

,

i

Tell ma all about last night's
play," said Mildred as she did her hall
up in a psyche.

It

"I have nothing to say about

Nothing at all not a word," emphatically declared Marjory.
"Whatever do you mean?" question
ed Mildred.
"Everybody Is raving

about It This morning's paper stated
it is the beet drama produced in
years. I fully expected to hear you
rant about it"
That might all be true, but I re
iterate that I have nothing no comments to make on last night's master
piece."

"Marjory, you are exasperating.
Speak! Explain! Never before have I
heard you claim that you bad nothing
to say, be the subject what it may."
How can I criticise a production
that I have never seen?" innocently

Jim Bone perceived all at once that
he was not-th- e
rowdy he had supposed
himself to be, but something of a hero
smiles upon
of the chapter-headinAmy's Hps. Given the tablet of such
a countenance, and the worst man In
existence can make shining scriptures
life. The truth is, we
of an
are all autobiographical liars. But the
funny thing is that once we see ourselves clarified by such faith as
Amy's, we accept her version, and ex
perience a shriven peace that must
distract the God who makes our moral
sense, but does not "control it after
ward. On this occasion, Bone finished
his metamorphosis from the outlaw Into the modest deprecating hero simply
by a method of narrative that left out
the undesirable parts of his real Hie.
And it Is one of the commonest mira
cles of conversion practiced by either
men or women. Corra Harris in the
Saturday Evening Post.
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nqulred Marjory.
Do you mean to say you didn't go
to theater last night with Bob, after
all your wild anticipations and preparation?" demanded Mildred.
"I went to theater with Bob last
night, but I dldnt see the play,"
calmly vouchsafed Marjory.
"Kindly give me the answer to this
riddle. You seem to enjoy propounding conundrums."
"I didn't Intend
telling anybody
about this affair," began Marjory. "1
think Bob is sensitive about it, and 1
know my feelings on the subject. But
you have a way about you of making
people tell things they have firmly
made up their minds to keep a dark
secret so here goes.
On arriving at the theater, he
reached In his full dress coat pocket
OBEH
BOY WHO WOULD NOT
for the tickets, turned pale and exclaimed: 'Heavens! I left them in my
Precocity of a New York Youth Wai business suit' He rushed to the
ticket office. Not a seat to be had in
a Mighty Serious Problem For
HI Mother.
the house. Even the scalpers bad

Way
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ran
1

whole-touled-

hospitable man?"
"Yes, I remember," was the smiling
tnswer, "and I wondered then if you
waltzed Just what It means to have
1 man in the family who Issues
to everybody all the time."
I realize it now, anyway," said the
laughter. "Why, mother, Jlmmle li
ibsolutely the most Inordinately hoe
stable person I ever saw. He seemc.
want everyone he knows to hav
l meal In our flat."
"It's because he's so proud of hli
Ittle home, I suppose," returned hel
nother.
"Well, I'm afraid he wasn't verj
jroud of It last Sunday. But 111 hav
a tell you about it
"Saturday night we had the Fiskea
you know they are the people in
he apartment beneath us to dinner,
ind as they had entertained us so
licely when we first moved In ol
:ourse I wanted to give them a spread,
dinner. Just
10 we had a
ifter dinner Thora got a telephone
had
nessage that her brother-in-lalad an accident, so without washing
Chi1 single dish she left for South
sago to help her sister take care of

AfJC
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"Do you remember, mother," asked
young Mrs. Albaugh, "that before I
was married I used to hope that when
,
t got a husband he would be a
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.here were so many soiled dishes I
Call Pjaaa Electric Co., Bridge St
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LOCAL TIME CARD
would
to
take
Jlmmle
it
that
plained
101 Meets every Monday night at
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STANLEY (KID) YOAKUM AND UUDY UNHOLZ WILL
BOX TWENTY ROUNDS IN THE ARENA TONIGHT
Clever

KnOttcD

Lijjht

Weights Will Be
Principals; Classy Preliminaries Before the Bi Show.

Visiting fight fan need not worry
about lark of amusement in the
city
tonlpht. for Rudy Vnholz. the Denver
lightweight, and Stanley Yoakum of
Dallas, Tex., are scheduled to battle
2 rounds In the
FlynnOohnson arena.
The fun will begin
promptly at 8 o'clock. There will be two
prellmlta
He before the
big flht Either Tommy Burns of Al Palzer will act as referee. Admirers of
thees two men
ay the show would be sood
enonstj
If their presence
h
v
w"
"action. However. Vnholz and j Yo- n he depended upon to
unl
put up
great fight
tfnholz has a long and honorable
record. He has battled with
such men
M Hattllng Nelson and Joe
Gang and
come off with honors.
ITnholz is
suick with hands and feet and is a
clever defensive and offensive fight-e1
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What are
Carnegie for a pension!
In spite of Mr.. Wilson's
we to say?
is there here no
expressing which there
are those who might use a short and
ugly word? Or must we regard the
Wilson action as but the outcropping
of that inherited money bent which,
as an element of the Wilson blood,

y
rV'f?S

)

B

CONNECTED
.

"

r0"'

HftrJD.

13P1
tune"
Unless Mr. Wilson considers
honor of the country, and by contrast
shines out in that respect against the
dull background of a grasping, unpatriotic, principleless American pub-lilike a star at deepest night, he
will not say "no" to these questions.
Not only would it appear, from his
angling for a Carnegie pension, that
Mr. Wilson had inherited In full his
father's plug tobacco prudence, but
there exists evidence that, as to those
qualities b the chameleon, which enabled the father to change almost Instantly from the paleness of a Buckeye abolition to the more earnest
hues of slavery and sequential secession, Mr. Wilson was equally a chip
of the old block. As became a great
political economist and the author
of Congressional Government, Mr
Wilson ' has teen neither- i.or modestly Bilent as to his convt-tion- s
of politics. He was ever ready
to tell what he thought and why he
thought it, upon any and every subject that came to the surface of ti?e
times.' But Mr. Wilson, in doing ao,
han not always been in fond agreement with himself. For years, he denounced the recall, the initiative, the
referendum. He now names himself
their
champion. For years,
he stood an apologist of the boss sys
tem. He now condemns the boss system. He was not aroused to the evils
r
of the boss system, however, until
he was elected governor, and had
accepted, to his great personal advantage, both boss money and boss
He is a warm advocate tosupport.
day of direct nominations., Until his
own nomination and election as governor, or rather until he himself began to yearn for a presidency, he was
set
against direct nominao

'

.

red-face- d

"For twenty years," said he, in discussing the matter, "I preached to
the students of Princeton that the
referendum and recall were bosh. I
have since investigated, and I want
to apologize to those students. They
are safeguards of politics. They take
(he power from the bosses, and place
it in the hands of the people. I want
to say with all my power that I favor
them."

.

Later, in an Interview In the Outlook, Mr. Wilson furnished this passage: "For years, I taught my classes
that the initiative and referendum
wouldn't work. I can prove it now;
but the trouble is they do."
What a reversal! What chameleon
could have donex more? From the
black, of opposition, a black that kept
growing blacker throughout all those
twenty Princeton years, he attfidaaly
and supports
shifts to
those reforms that before he so vigmilk-whit-

orously condemned!
When He Opposed Bryan.
The above does not register all of
s
those
that have 'marked
the chameleon case ot Mr. Wilson.
Mr.
u lpported
In 1S9(5, he warmly
Palmer, and applauded that candidate's declaration that he would "prefer a limited monarchy in the United
tates to a government with Bryan as
president." Mr. Wilson himself at
that time spoke of Mr. Bryan as "a
dangerous theorist." He now respects
Mr. Bryan reveres Mr. Bryan, cannot too much exalt Mr. Bryan, and
says so himself. Were not Mr. Wilbound
son in "politics
by princi
ples of honor," there are those who
color-change-

a'-te-

iron-han-

TM-LP-

&OMNG

CLOB.

himself be a democrat, and therefore
the bald question, is Mr. Wilson a
democrat? becomes just now vastly
in order. What is a democrat? A
detaocrat is one who trusts the people, and advocates the principles of
The distinpopular government.
guishing characteristic of Mr. Wilson are that he distrusts the people,
depreciates such as Washington, Jefferson, and Jackson, and has spent
s
of his life In denouncing
those principles of popular government which he now pretends to support. The truth is Mr. Wilson isn't a
democrat, Isn't even a republican. He
is a federalist A democrat is one
who believes in popular government
A republican is .one who believes in
popular government except where It
interferes with his special privileges.
But a federalist is one who distrusts
the people, and who desires to limit
and restrict the people's power In
government Today no federalist parnine-tenth-

ty exists; but federalists exist, and
Mr. Wilson is one of them. He thinks
as a federalist, and until he began appealing to the people for political support, he acted and spoke ana wrote
,
federalist.
,
la Wilson a Democrat?
Hamilton was the chief of the federalist movement, the founder of the
federalist Idea, and by way of aiding
you in concluding! as to both Hamilton and the federalists, read a line or
two from Jefferson. The exercise
should in no wise waste your time.
Jefferson had been In England, in
France. He had gone among the no- classes, and
bllity, the governing
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had taught his father' aforetime to
convert Confederate currency, which
might fail into Immortal plug tobacco,
which as to a value would prove like
unto the worm that dieth not? .
Mr. Wilson was so delicate as to
sekeep his Carnegie pension hopes a
tne
with
wasn't
he,
cret Indeed, it
last of Jt, who let the cat out of the
shallows of
Mr.
might suspect that his present re- sounded the sklmmish
bag. The cat once out, however,
for Mr. Bryan swings upon an their intelligence. His investigations'
as
gard
regretful
expressing
while
Wilson,
impression that Mr. Bryan could decided him, like granite, against
tonishment at the feline's appearance,
ex.
Its
greatly help or hurt him in his "the folly of heaping importance on
of
explaining
felt the propriety
idiots."
White House ambitions.
tions.
Returning from abroad, ha
Istence.
to the recall,' the initia- was a warm believer in the French
of Front
A
assures
Suden
Recurring
Change
Mr.
as
.Wilson
Doubtless,
Tiiarfl wqd n tlmo whpn the rpcall. tive, the referendum, and direct nomi- revolution, a movement of politics
us, "he is In politics bound by prinhis
the
also
initiative, the deferendum and di- nations, and Mr. Wilson's yesterday wherein Federalists Adams and Hamhave
We
ciples of honor."
nominations were unpopular as conversion of those reforms, certain ilton beheld nothing to love. Adams
rect
us that his
superior attitude to show
Then Mr. Wilson, in of his enthusiastic' supporters hail and Hamilton hated Thomas Paine;
And
radicalisms.
yet,
few.
elevated sort are very
bound by principles of hon- him In that connection as "a second Jefferson admired the Thedford
and
assurance
"politics
Wilson
beyond the
re- and read his Rights of Man
wii-attitude of pure super- - or," fought them foot tq foot and Saul of Tarsus." Mr. Hearst, in a
laid
were
stone
.cent
the
the
bare
to
utterance,
with applause. Jefferson was called
breast. They
public
i
hat have we to prove that! breast
and Mr.iweakness of that comparison. Said into Washington's cabinet and given
Wilson is a whit more moved po- which the builders rejected,
the portfolio of state. This is how he
Wilson reiected them. Now that the Mr. Hearst
than
honor"
f
"i
,
liticaiiy Dy
differare
definite
"There
these
Is
for
wrote of what he heard and saw and
u.
many
making
;
popular
are 99 In every 100 of our everyuay
of the tem- - ences between Professor WllSOM $Mi felt. You will gain therefrom some
cornerstone
not
the
reforms
if
citizens of less pretentious,
m pie, Mr. Wilson, governor of New Saint Paul. The great light that Saint notion of the inner sentiments of
common clay? Are these noi
hon- Jersey, candidate for the presidency, Paul saw was not a light of personal federalism and of those federal capof
politics bound by principles
as in "politics bound by principles of preferment, was not a light of public tains, Hamilton and Adams. Says Jef
or?" and are not their families,
honor," late applicant for a Carnegie office, was not a light of material ad-- J ferson:
Wilson,
Mr.
of
much as is the family
"I returned from the French misof an
pension, becomes their most deter- vantage. Saint Paul abandoned mathereby left "at the mercy
terial considerations to follow his
- mined advocate.
sion in the year of the new govern
forof
wheel
turn of the
he did not change his con ment . . and proceeded to New York
vlctions to secure honor and position. in March, 1790, to enter upon the of
I
He sacrificed himself to benefit the fice of secretary of state. I found a
people; he did not seek to use the state of things which of all I ever
He left contemplated I the least expected . .
people to advance himself.
his home and his people, 'and went Politics was the chief topic, and a
earned by a g
into the world to ao good, and did preference of kingly over republican
honestly and fairly
resuitig from Impure blood, out
C TJ
not begin by asking a pension from government was evidently the
e caused by bad blood, because a weak.
title because itofreally
Strength and dts- - Herod. Neither did he oraw a Balary
I found myself
The majority phy depnves tne By
which
conies from from the government while neglecting for the most
disorder
the
polluted
only advocate
part
O.
S.
b.
powers.
ft
b
np d reghla e3 the duties of office and devoting his on the republican side of the ques
time to his personal advancement tion."
The constant intrusion of certain
It was at a cabinet dinner, and
pieces of silver, into the career of our Jefferson records this (conversation
'
modern convert, is much more sug between the
Hamilton
"
-aHQ DaiivEt
nf
tnin.
rtjMo
a
y
a Saint and the
Adams. Says
than
a
of
Judas
It does not CUUUiu
gestive
harmful dm., and is there ore the pu- Paul."
'he:
and
Sest blooa medicine jui
rest
While Mr. Wilson is asking thepub-li- c
"After the cloth was removed, confor its WTiite House, he also, as a versation by some circumstance was
Malariaand all other
diseases,
Scrofula,
.
tbi. blood and necessary preliminary, asks the de- led to the British constitution. Ad. 3
circulation, vvnreiun
mocracy for its nomination. He who ams observed: "Purge that constitu- advice.
medical
wu
secks
a democratic nomination should tion of Its corruption, and give to Its
CV.,
SPECIFIC
AiLAHiA,
SWIFT
any
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alistic, rather than practical.
"His writings lack bard and practical sense."
Read Mr. Wilson's address at the
recent Jefferson dinner In New York,
and judge of the difference between
Wilson the author and Wilson the
candidate.
It was as an author also that Mr.
Wlliion wrote of Jackson:
"The country is older now than it
was when Andrew Jackson delighted
in his power, and few can believe
that it would again approve or applaud childish arrogance and Ignorant arbitrariness like his."
It was under like free conditions,
before his natural line of thought
he himself has told you that he has
nind" and can only
"a
"run one train of thought at a time"
waS affected by his presidential ambition, that Mr. Wilson referred to
our immigrants from the south of
Europe as:
.men of the lowest classes
and men of the meaner sort, men out
was neither
of ranks where there
skill nor energy, nor any initiative of
quick Intelligence. They came In numbers which Increased from year to
year, as if the countries of the south
of Europe were disburdening themselves of the more sordid and hapless
elements of their population. The Chinese were more to be desired as
workingmen. If not as citizens, than
most of the coarse crew that came
crowding in every year at the eastern
ports. The unikely fellows who came
in at our eastern ports were tolerated
because they usurped no place but
the very lowest In the scale of labor."
What of the Wilson portrait?
In figure, Mr. Wilson is long and
lean and slim. In his attitudes toward people, he appears in a bit top
heavy. He doesn't talk, he lectures.
And he clips his words after the pundit manner, and all as affected as
any Sir Henry Irving. He has plow
ed many fields, while ploying none
deeply, and coma forth from that
plowing more capable of a conclusion
than a conviction. It is this last that
enables him to play the chameleon
of sentiment, and be one color today
and another tomorrow. Not but what
the chameleon may be a very honest
little animal.
Mr. Wilson is not a warm man, not
a near man; you might even call him
More than most men,
he is Important to himself. Some
might think him narrow. Rather he
is egotistical, made so by his trade of
teacher a trade in which one reads
many books and meets few men.
Like all who read too much and
meet too few, Mr. Wilson is as well
pleased with a platitude as with a
principle. Likewise, he is as ready
to mistake promise for performance
when he himself makes the promise
as any Micawber who ever paid a
bill.
debt with a thirty-daAs has already been stated, Mr.
Wilson is heart and soul the federalist. He is a throwback of politics,
and belongs not to the twentieth but
to the eighteenth century. . Were a
bank next-doo- r
neighbor to an orphan
asylum, and were both to take fire,
the federalist would save the bank
while the democrat turned the hose
i
on the orphans.
Mr. Wilson is as much the federalist as his pet hero, Hamilton.
Were it left to me which it isn't
Mr. Wilson would not go to the
White House. His
attirecord, his
tudes as to men and measures, have
not enocuraged my faith In him. He
drags his anchors a mad fault in
either a ship or a man. He was a
Cleveland democrat in 189C, and is a
Bryan democrat in 1912. Likewise, as
an American, he is not the Bunicer
Hill kind. He is the English kind,
the Gentleman's Magazine kind, the
Hamilton-federalis- t
kind. There's a
greater difference between the Wilson kind of American and the Bunker hill kind of American' than there
is between pound notes and
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Yoakum last Friday night in
e
defeated Louis Newman, a
favorite here; and the fact that Yoakum was able to
whip him has caused Lab Vegas fans to
regard him as
a classy boxer. Unholz haa been
working out regularly In a room on
Railroad avenue and has demonstrated
Ws ability as a
fighter.
Admission will be 1 and $2. The
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his spfoiila:ive
philobophy ALL WINTER ABOARD WRECK
exotic, and l h ' t runs like a
false and artificial uute through all How Two Plucky Newfoundland Fisherman Rescued a Derelict Schooner
in
bis thought It was
From an
rationbeing abstract, sentimental,
is

it,

one-trac- k

,
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holders of the $2 tickets will be allowed to make themselves at home in
the boxes and at the ringside until
the seats are all taken. The tl seats
are well located, however, and furnish an admirable view of the ring.
The arena has been equipped with electric lights and will be plenty light
enough to satisfy every fan. The arena will be the most popular place
in the city tonight.
It was announced late this afternoon
that Tom Flanagan, trainer of Jack
Johnson, would act as referee. The
champion will witness the battlo from
one of the boxes.
The preliminary will be fought by
Kid Williams and Gllfeather, a nifty
bantamweight.
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popular branch equality of representation, and It would be the most perfect constitution ever devised by the
wit of man." Hamilton paused and
said: 'Purge, it of Its corruption, and
give to its popular branch equality of
representation, and it would become
an impracticable government. As It
stands at present, with all its supposed defects, it is the most powerful
government that ever existed.' . . .
Hamilton was indeed a singlar character. Of acute understanding, disinterested, honest and honorable in all
private transactions, amiable in society, and duly valuing virtue In pri- vate, life, yet ho was so bewitched
and perverted by the British example
as to be under thorough conviction
that corruption was essential to the
government of a nation."
Jefferson was a democrat Hamilton Was a federalist, and the antithesis of Jefferson. You have read
what Jefferson thought and wrote
of Hamilton; read now what Mr. Wilson has set down concerning howh
AIbo, consider Mr. Wilson's opinions
of Washington, Jackson, and dirers
other men and matters. Tbey should
be of use to you in deciding where
1,1
Mr. Wilsop politically belongs.
his History of the American People
Mr. Wilson says of Hamilton-- .
Hamilton was above all a statesman. He believed in a centralized
government; that the state governments as independent bodltn tni?ht
be extinguished or at any rate subordinated; that the new execmive of
the nation might hold for life and at
least one of the national legislatures
for a liket erm, or at least 3'irliig
good behavior,"
Later Mr. Wilson writes:
"What shall we do to return safely
to Hamilton?
We think of Hamilton rather than of Washington when
we look back to the policy of the
first administration."
Mr. Wilson,
you will note,' sets
forth Hamilton's federaUstlo
ideas,
and then expresses his owi fi1aiiat:c
admiration of both Hamilton and his
sentiments. He did this, to be sure,
before he himself was a candidate fo- the presidency, and when in his
he was freely and honestly
expressing his own political opinions
It was under like free noii'Utlohs
that Mr. Wilson, writing of Washing- -

...

book-writin-

tin,

said

"It Is for anyone who likes the sin
ister suggestion to say that Washing
ton's ardor for the occupancy of the
western country was that of the land
speculator, not that of the statesman."
It was under like free conditions
that Mr. Wilson wrote of Jefferson,
the foulder of the democratic party:
"Mr. Jefferson was an aristocrat
who deliberately practiced the arts
of the politician, and exhibited oftentimes the- sort of insincerity which
subtle naturesw ield to without loss
of essential integrity. . . Washington
found Jefferson a guide" who seeded

'
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In winning salvage the Newfoundlanders do not seem to reflect upon
the length of hardship and peril to
which they must go. This is characteristic of their lives In every respect;
it Is
proverb with them that they
go when they can, and leave getting;
back "to luck and good conduct" Not
long ago an American Cubing schooner,
abandoned by ber crew In the Strait
of Belle Isle In early winter as hopelessly lost was carried off in the Icefloe. It was the slimmest chance la
the world that the derelict would ever
be seen again. There was sot the
slightest expectation. Indeed, that she
would be; the underwriters paid the
Insurance settlement without complaint or question, and crossed the
schooner off for lost But the schooner
was not lost She was sighted in her
wanderings by two fishermen. They
boarded from shore, found ber hard
and fast In the Ice, but still tight and
worthy, a craft to their taste, a valu-ablproperty to which they must
cling, no matter what came of It It
cost them dear; the ice would not
loosen its grip on the schooner nor
would the fishermen. They might from
time to time have escaped ashore; it
would have been the' part of wisdom,
perhaps, and certainly the part of caution, to do so; but rather than abandon
their salvage these two cheerfully
reckless fellows stuck to the ship for
the rest of that bitter winter. When
navigation opened in the spring of the
year, the first mall steamer sighted the
craft still fast In the ice and manned
by two gaunt skeletons. They had
subsisted through the winter on one
barrel of flour and some frozen herring. Having accomplished this, it was
child's play for them to take their
prize to port when the floe released
in Harper's
ber. George Harding,
e'

Magazine.
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George Cohan's Story of Actor Who
Had to Walt Too Long for

Engagement
George M. Cohan, at an
supper at Delmonko's, was talking
about the "turkey trot."
"There's a moving little story about
the 'turkey trot," be said, with his
dreamy smile, "a story that illustrates
well the vicissitudes of an actor's
after-theat-

life.
"An elderly actor said in despair to
a theatrical agent one day:
" 'Is there nothing you can do for
me? I've hung around your office, out
of work, for eight months now.'
"The agent, as he polished his diamond ring with his red silk handkerchief, answered thoughtfully:
" 'Look here. Bring yourself up to
date. The "turkey trut" is all the go.
You train some animal or bird to do
the "turkey trot" with you, and IH tet
you on one of the circuits at a three
figure salary."
"The old actor thanked the agent

again.
"But the

agent for all his promises,
had nothing to offer. The poor fellow
turned up every day for a while, then
every other day, then every, third day,
and at last a week went by without
his appearance at the agent's office.
"Then the agent sent for him, and
said:
" 'Well, I've fixed you up at last
I've booked you for that turn of yours
at

.'

"But the old actor Interrupted,

sad-

ly:
" 'It's too late now,' he said.
"Too late? How is It too la'e?"
said the agent, frowning.
" 'I've had to eat my
partner,' mut-

tered the old actor.

He Speaks Twenty-Thre- e
Languages.
Sir Charles Elliot the newly appointed principal of Hong Kong university, who speaks 23 languages, may
probably hold the record as a linguist
In these degenerate days. But In the
past he would not have borne off the
belt so easily. There was Elihu Bur-ri- tt

for instance, the "Learned
(

Turkish; then turning his attention to
minor languages and dialects, persevered in his studfes until he was able
to read, write and speak in 60 differ
ent ways.

r

V

I
,

Black-

smith," born in Connecticut in 1810,
who whilst working as an apprentice
at the forge taught himself French,
Latin, German, Italian, Greek and Hebrew. During early manhood he mastered Sanskrit, Syriac, Arabic, Norsei
3panlsh, Dutch, Polish, Bohemian and

i,

'at

i.

gratefully. He bought an ostrich from
a retired circus man, and after a lot
of hard work be taught the bird to
'turkey trot' with him splendidly.
Then he reported himself to the agent

ofBut it took an equal linguist to tell
Dysentery is always serious and
ten a dangerous disease, but it can be when Elihu Burrltt was telling the
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera truth. From the London Chronicle.
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
even when malignant and epidemic.
Propitiating Spirits of Rats.
For sale by ail. dealers
15,000,000 rats have been sacrificed
for the sake of the preventive meas-jr- e
Buy it now. Chamberlain's Colic,
against the spread of plague
alis
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
forth by the Metropolitan Pomost certain to be needed before the Brought
lice board of the city of Toklo. This
summer is over. Buy it now and be enormous
number of the rodents have
prepared for such an emergency. For been
purchased by the authorities
sale by all dealers.
from the residents and killed since the
"
case of the pestilence was discovfirst
near
watching.
Canaan,
A. M. Nason, farming
,
in the capital In December,' 1902.
ered
Jefferson was pot a thorough Amer- Me., was badly crippled with sciatic
Recently a religious service was perican because of the ptraln o' French rheumatism due he rays to uric acid formed
by the officials of the police
in his blood.
"Foley Kidney Pills
of consoling the
philosophy that permei'.ed anj weakentirely cured me and also removed Dfflce for the purpose
ened all his thoughts.
numerous black specks that were con- spirits of these dead creatures. These
"He brought a foreign product of tinually before my eyes." Foley Kid- tender hearted gentlemen remembered
Pills are a uric acid solvent and that the current year is neno-toshthought to a market, where no natural ney
are
effective for the various forms or "the year of the rat" and that these
or wholesome demanl frr it could
of rheumatism. O. G. Shaefer, Red .reatures therefore deserve some def-Cross Drug Store.
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MCCORMICK MOWERS AND BINDERS

LOCAL NEWS

PLEWTY OF EVERYTHING

OPtlC,

i

HART

i

Baeharach's (or flags and bunting.

SCHAFFH ER

dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at tba Opera Bar.

Tit

AND

& MARX

See window display ot new mid'
summer felts. Strass'.

CLOTHES

Dig Spanish dance at Rosenthal
hall tonight. Everyone, welcome.

0

li

ADVANCE:

PRIC

Only U. 8. Intpected meat servet
at the Blsmark.. Open all night, de

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

pot la opposite.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. anted
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of coarse.

r

A

Supreme in

oring;, Value, Fit,

BRIDGE STREET

Fabric and Style,
in fact the H. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands
for everything yoshould demand in
a suit This Same

For Sale Two cabs and two team
Our entire line of summer millinery
All in cood condition. Cheap. See
off. S trass'.

One-Ha- lf

Dan Rhodes.
If you want the Rex Vulcanteer
call and see us before July i. Fifty
For something good to eat, the BlsWhat7
'Everybody's doln'
already sold." Only a few on hand, mark has 'em all over a barrel. Get
Located on Fountain Square.
that?
Why, eating at the Blsmark of course
Open all night.
SPECIAL
The Cleveland Grays, in a special
We have Just received a large and train of 13 cars, en route on a trip
varied line of dainty and desirable across the country, will pass through
As the Optic will not pubLingers Dresses which we have put Las Vegas on the morning of July
The train will not
In stock subject to our sale discount 5 at 7 o'clock.
lish a paper tomorrow it has
off. YouH find some stOD in Las Vegas, but will make
of
made arrangements to post
the side trip to Santa Fe, from Lamy,
very unusual values In the line.
'bulletins of the fight, by
ROSENWALD'S.
rounds on Murphy's corner.
The firemen of the East Bide de
Thig Is done for the conveniThree automobile parties arrived partment have been requested to meet
ence and information of those
last night from Roswell to attend the tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock at
fight fans who will be workJohnson-Flynbout tomorrow after the city hall In full dress uniform.
ing tomorrow and will not be
noon. Dan MoPherson, Don Hamilton, They will patrol the arena during the
able to attend the bout.
bout tomorrow after
Jaffa Miller and Fred GIbbany, made Johnson-Flynnoon.
one
Will
up
Johnson, Harry
party;
Thorn and Praeger Miller the second
An attachment suit to cover a note
and E. J. Carlngton, J. M. Thompson
George Demitrez, the man who at
small amount was filed touay tempted suicide Monday night, waB reand J. L. Tucker came In the third for
machine.
against C. S. Peterson by E. E. Geh-rin- ported today to be on the road to re
i
Gehring asserts that Peterson covery. Demitrez has regained his
The visiting sport scribes, who are procured from him an amount slightly Banltyj yje nurses at the Las Vegas
in Las Vegas to cover the Johnson- - over $100 two years ago for which he hospital believe.
No word has been
"bote received from
Demitrez's relatives in
Flynn bout tomorrow afternoon, were gave his note. He aleges the
San Francisco. .
the guests of the Las Vegas Commer Is still unpaid.
cial club last evening at an Informal
Ten additional men were added to Lena Paxton, colored, was arrested
and sevensmoker.
Between sixty-fiv- e
ty-five
men, a largo percentage of the West side police force yesterday last evening by Special Officer Wilcelebri- by Mayor Lorenzo. The mayor said liam Reed charged with picking the
whom were ' newspaper
ties, were In attendance at the smok this morning that he would put on pockets of Tom Broman. She was
There
more men tomorrow.
er, which was one ot the most suc five
arralgnd before Judge D. R. Murray
cessful affairs given by the commer- have been few disturbances on the this morning and was bound over to
cial organization In the past year. It West side, but the mayor wishes to the grand jury under $1,000 bond.
gave the local business men an oppor be prepared for an. emergency
The woman is said to have succeeded
In touching Mr. Broman for a $5 bill
tunity to become better acquainted
While there has been a disposi and some
with their visitors, and to welcome
change, but was not slick
the writers to the city. An abund tion on the . part of some Albuquer- enough to avoid detection by the poance of "smokes", plenty of delic- que people to knock the
lice. The robbery occurred in the flat
'
bout, nothing of the sort can district
ious sandwiches and liquid refreshments, were served during the even- be laid to the door of Promoter Mark
Mexico .Athletic,
Levy of the New
ing.
The high waters of the Cimarron
club. Levy was one of the real boost- river washed out a small section of
due. to his efforts that the dam three miles east of
Cots and bedding for rent or sale, ers and it is
Springis coming from the er
crowd
so
a
big
fiacharach's.
yesterday afternoon, emptying the
Btate.
southern part of the
reservoir. No damage was done by
the rush of water, and as the farmers
"HARVEYS" is open
In accordance with Its usual cus of that section can rely on the upper
Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey in
tom The Optic will not get out an edi ditch, direct from he river for
charge. Auto to carriage house, Wedirriga
as the paper has giv tion,
- tion tomorrow,
return8
a.
at
will suffer no loss. The
m.,
they
nesday and Saturday
en its employes a vacation on July 4 concrete was cracked last' fall and
lug same day. For passage phone
its first edition the break came in the weak
Main 385 or leave order at Murphey, every year since
spot, the
As the fight occurs hole washed out
was published.
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.
being large enougl
coverlate In the afternoon an edStion
for a wagon to pass through.
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TORE OF IKE BAVI
The Casli Grocer

-

Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Dont fail
to look us over.

one-thir-

FOR THE 4th
We Will Have FRESH
Lettuce

Celery

?

New Cabbage

'

"

turnips
--

Gooseberries
Pie Cherries
Grape Fruit

Watermellons
Peaches
Table Cherries
Oranges

Onions

;

Cantaloupes
Apricots
,

Currants
Berries

Bananas'

H.

STEARNS

PURE THINGS TO EAT

We

have on hand a complete stock of

SCRtEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

n

150

Flynn-John-so-

Saves Money
HERE

a.

BY APPOINTMENT

FOR A FEW DAYS

singer

k:.
GHiROPODIST

TREATS ALL ILLS

OF THE FEET WITHOUT

PAIN OR

DANGER OF INFECTION.
Call Main 384 for appointment

,

Hotel La Pension

It's really cheaper to eend us
ail the big, heavy flat pieces
In your family washing and
have us wash and iron them,
and then do the few remaining pieces at ome yourself,
than to bother with a washerwoman.
Our charge for this service

to-

tals but little for the entire lot
of sheets, tablecloths, towels,
napkins, handkerchiefs, eta
These articles are washed wonderfully clean and white by our
process, and are Ironed with a
fine finish.
s
Take advantage of the service.
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THE GROCERY
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Laundry
Pheat Mtio
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Tonight

Street

25c PER DOZEN
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FLORISTS- -

fOR'WOMEF!

J.

. "JOHnSEfJ

FRESH EVERY DAY

BAKERY GOODS
The Best in The City

ROOSEVELT

Cookies, Pies, Cakes,
Dorifltonts,--

Cinnamon Rolls

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. 5rext Door to POST OFFICE

son

quickly turned to losses wUh special
weatess in the sreculatlve favorites.
Gone' were heavy.
Pressure ceased at midday an
there was some covering shorts which;,
rallied prices from half to one point.
The market closed Irregular.
followed the lead of the
Hill Issues in the last hour. In the
hour Ontario and Vestern rose over
Its price of last week, when the dlvi-dend was suspended. The leaders
and American Tobacco continued under pressure.
The last sale were:
85 &
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
129
Atchison
108
Great Northern
137
New York Central
117
122
Northern Padflo
166
Reading
Southern Pacific
110
Union Paclflo
..169
United States Steel
71
112
United States Steel, pfd

s

GOVERNOR C. E. OSBORNE SAYS
THERE'S NO NEED FOR A
THIRD PARTY

Lansing, Mich., July 3. Governor
Chose E. Osborne an ardent Roosevelt supporter during the colonel's
battle for ithe republican presiden
tial nomination, today Issued a statement In which he declared his belief
"that there is not necessity for a new
political party." He also stated he
hoped Roosevelt would not be a can
didate.

"The issue is clearly Joined for the
aid the governor. In his
statesment. "It ia Wall street vei
sua Wilson Woodrow Wilson; Wood-roWilson's character, temperament
preparation and) fitness Is above the
high average of American presidents. He Is a christian, a scholar
and a fearless citizen.
"Republicans can vote for Wilson
without leaving their party or bolting.
e
The real republican party has no
for president this year. There
has been no nomination. The action
of the poltlcal freebooters at Chicago
Is not binding upon tha- republican
party even for the amount they are
bearing aloft of Its stolen ensign."
people,"

Bread, Rolls,

Ct

EXCLUSIVE LOCAL AGENTS

WILL NOT BOLT

The
Isls

BOUCHER
?h&
Vegas 121

The Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet her GREAT
Thousands of women every
where now enjoy freedom from their kitchens
THROUGH THE, 5TEPS SAVED BY THEIR
HOOSIERS. Look into our Show Window and
be convinced.
EflANCIPATOR.

HOPES

I

Haskell, where the bride has been
visiting for the past two weeks. Rev.
E. C. Anderson, pastor of the First
Methodist church, performed the cere-mony. Mrs. NesMtt to th daughter
of the late Dr. Johnson ot LorHaburg;
N. M., and up to 'Several years ago
resided In Lordsburg. Mr. and Mrs.
Nesbitt left this evening, on" train No.
7 for Anthony where they will vistt
Mr. Nesbltt's ranch.

COM

:

Jeffries on His Ranch

Miss L. Clyde Johnson ot Lexington,
Miss., was married to Maurice NesbiV
of El Paso this afternoon at 4 o'clock.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry

niwrniu
UillVll

inpEPEUDEUGE-DA-

The Prairie Fire

Federal Judge William H. Pope of
Roswell is a real prohibitionist.
Therefore Imagine the surprise of. the
proprietor of the Bank bar in Santa
Fe yesterday when Judge Pope drove
his automobile straight into the place.
The car failed to turn the corner and
crashed through the plate glass front
of the bar. The frightened bartender, according to the story, was as
tounded to see Judge Pope still sit
ting at the wheel when the crash was
over.

SOME FINE ASTER
PLANTS

507

AT

617 Dough Are

SI

UiS

Fried Cakes and

i

WILL

Isls
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Las Veas Steam

AND

IX

WWW

n

ing the battle necessarily would De
late. Had the fight occurred In the
morning, as was lanned at first, an
edition would have been issued In the
afternoon.

This Service

Old Town

Ui

'

LAG VEGAS LUCJBER GO.
Phone Main

GREENBEROER

n

Peas v' New Potatoes
Wax Beans
Radishes
Parsley
Soup Bunches
Beets
Cucumbers

Squash
String Beans
Fresh Tomatoes
Carrots

J.

i

f

Tail-

can-diat-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, July "8. Following the
conclusion of the second of the great
party conventions, the market today
opened strong. Gains of 1 to 2 point9

were registered by many securities
with pronounced strength in Stee'
Union Pacific, Reading, the Hill issues and Brooklyn Transit.
By midday, however, the market
vio'.eaMv.
Gains
reacted almoFt

I

1

J

,
"

People wanting accommodations or
meala at Porvenlr hotel, please telephone before leaving the city to M.
Romero, Porvenlr.
DYE TARIFF STAiNDS.
Washington, July 3. The house
chemical tariff revision bill, amended
to place dyes used in coloring cheaper cotton goods on the ree list, was
defeated in the senate today, 32 to- 26. The bill would have reduced the
rate on many articles In the present
chemical schedule by about 25 per
cent and would have transerred others, including pepper, cinnamon, licorice, cloves and balsam rrora the free
list to the' dutiable.
Buy It now. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is al-

most certain to be needed before the
summer Is over. Buy It now and be
prepared for such an emergency. For
saie by all dealers.

;

